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Abstract. Turbulent cascades characterize the transfer of energy injected by a random force at
large scales towards the small scales. In hydrodynamic turbulence, when the Reynolds number
is large, the velocity field of the fluid becomes irregular and the rate of energy dissipation re-
mains bounded from below even if the fluid viscosity tends to zero. A mathematical description
of the turbulent cascade is a very active research topic since the pioneering work of Kolmogorov
in hydrodynamic turbulence and that of Zakharov in wave turbulence. In both cases, these turbu-
lent cascade mechanisms imply power-law behaviors of several statistical quantities such as power
spectral densities. For a long time, these cascades were believed to be associated with nonlinear
interactions, but recent works have shown that they can also take place in a dynamics governed
by a linear equation with a pseudo-differential operator of degree 0. In this spirit, we construct
a linear equation that mimics the phenomenology of energy cascades when the external force is a
statistically homogeneous and stationary stochastic process. In the Fourier variable, this equation
can be seen as a linear transport equation, which corresponds to an operator of degree 0 in physical
space. Our results give a complete characterization of the solution: it is smooth at any finite time,
and, up to smaller order corrections, it converges to a fractional Gaussian field at infinite time.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background and motivation. This work is mainly motivated by some important aspects of
the phenomenology of three-dimensional homogenous and isotropic fluid turbulence [35, 42, 20], of
which several aspects have been also observed and formalized for waves in various situations when
they are weakly interacting [43]. As has been repeatedly observed in geophysical and laboratory
flows, and in numerical simulations of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, a fluid that
is stirred by a statistically stationary random force f(t, x), assumed to be smooth in space, will
eventually reach a statistically stationary state in which the velocity variance is finite. To dissipate
all the energy that is constantly injected into the system in such an efficient way, the velocity field
of that fluid will develop a complex multiscale structure ending up with high values of velocity
gradients such that viscosity can easily transform mechanical energy into heat. In other words,
the fluid has transferred the energy pumped at large scales by the forcing towards small scales, at
which viscous diffusion efficiently acts. This picture is known as the cascading process of energy.

The purpose of this article is to model and reproduce this phenomenon of transfer of energy
as a cascading process through the scales. We propose a partial differential equation, which is
of course much simpler than the nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations, stochastically forced by an
additive random force f(t, x) that we take to be smooth in space and correlated over a typical large
lengthscale (known in the turbulence literature as the integral lengthscale), whose solution develops
roughness as time goes on. More precisely, our goal is to generate rough fractional Gaussian Hölder
continuous random fields of parameter H (see for instance the textbook [16]) from smooth forcing
through a dynamical evolution, which can be seen as a simple stochastic representation of the
phenomenology mainly developed by Kolmogorov [25].
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As mentioned earlier, a striking feature of three-dimensional turbulent motion is its ability to
efficiently dissipate the energy that is injected at large scales in a statistically stationary and homo-
geneous manner. To be more precise, let us consider a solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equation, i.e. a divergence-free velocity field u(t, x) ∈ R3 with periodic boundary conditions. This
dynamics is stirred by a divergence-free vector forcing term f(t, x), that we take delta-correlated
in time and smooth in space, say Gaussian, of zero-average and of covariance

E [f(t, x)⊗ f(s, y)] = δt−sCf (x− y),

where ⊗ stands for the matrix product, and the matrix Cf (x) is made of a linear combination of the
matrix x⊗ x and the identity, with multiplicative coefficients depending only on |x|, i.e. a typical
covariance matrix of a statistically homogeneous and isotropic vector field [6, 36]. We furthermore
require that these scalar functions of |x| are smooth and compactly supported over a range of the
size order of the aforementioned large length scale, so as to mimic the energy injection at the so-
called integral length scale. As time goes on, it has been repeatedly observed that the velocity field
u reaches a statistically stationary state, which is furthermore statistically homogeneous, of finite
variance, and with the additional striking property that it becomes independent of the viscosity ν
as ν goes to zero, i.e.

(1.1) lim
ν→0

lim
t→∞

E
[
|u(t, x)|2

]
< +∞ for all x.

The former asymptotic behavior of the velocity variance illustrates clearly how a turbulent fluid
can dissipate energy with high efficiency. For instance, in the same setup but considering the heat
equation instead of the Navier-Stokes equations, a statistically stationary regime would also be
reached at t → ∞. However, the variance of the solution is then inversely proportional to the
viscosity ν, see [14]. Instead, turbulent motion dissipates energy in a way that the velocity variance
is eventually independent of viscosity, which is a far more efficient way of dissipating energy. In
order to ensure the independence of said variance on viscosity, (1.1), the fluid develops a rough
behavior of Hölder-type at small scales, in such a way that the variance of the velocity increments
asymptotically behaves as follows:

(1.2) lim
ν→0

lim
t→∞

E
[
|u(t, x+ `)− u(t, x)|2

]
∝
|`|→0

|`|2H for all x,

where the power-law exponent is determined by Kolmogorov’s prediction H ≈ 1/3 [20]. Much
more could be said on a more precise characterization of the distribution of the increments than
only its variance, (1.2), such as its higher order moments that quantify its non Gaussian, skewed
and intermittent nature [20]. In this article, we will focus on a second-order modeling of these
fluctuations, (1.1) and (1.2); we leave finer descriptions for future research.

A first precise formalization of the cascade phenomenon could be built by imposing a particular
dynamical relation between the coefficients of a decomposition of the velocity field, such as a
continuous wavelet transform or a discrete (dyadic) decomposition on a tree [18]. This has been
explored in the literature [5, 4, 13] leading to precise statements on Hölder regularity and its
relationship with scaling behaviors of the coefficients. Although great progress has been made in
the understanding of such models and their formalization, which usually exploits a typical quadratic
interaction between neighboring coefficients, these approaches often avoid the important question
of the relation of these coefficients in space. This is necessary in order to design a model that leads
to statistically homogeneous velocity fields, as observed in nature and in numerical simulations.
Nonetheless, these models can be seen as a sophistication of the so-called shell models1. In this
spirit, we believe an important step was made in [33], where the authors investigate a simple linear

1See for instance [10, 9] which consist in exploring quadratic interactions between shells, that share some behaviors
with velocity Fourier modes and wavelet coefficients, along a single branch of a tree decomposition, lacking thus a
discussion of the spatial relationships between coefficients.
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relation between shells, which is shown to be able to transfer energy from large to small scales. Let
us also mention [31] where some ideas to build a PDE from these shell models are proposed.

From a somewhat different side of fluid mechanics, more focused on the implications of global
rotation [40, 39] or stratification of the density field [30, 41] on a flow, it has been evidenced
a phenomenon of focusing of waves onto attractors, whose precise shape are determined by the
boundaries. Based on a linearization of the fluid equations, this phenomenon has been interpreted
as a cascading process through scales. These ideas have been then formalized and rigorously studied
from a mathematical viewpoint in a series of recent articles [17, 19], which underline the importance
of operators of degree 0 as a deterministic mechanism able to transfer energy through scales.

1.2. Main results. The rough and disordered nature of a turbulent velocity field u(t, x) has been
repeatedly observed in laboratory and numerical flows, and in geophysical situations [42, 20]. From
this signal, considering for instance a component of the velocity vector field as a function of space,
depending on the experimental possibilities and the large-scale geometry of the flows, one can
construct the energy spectrum |k| 7→ E|û(t, k)|2 where û stands for the spatial Fourier transform.
According to the standard phenomenology of fluid turbulence, which has been multiply confirmed
by observations in very different situations, the energy-spectrum resembles a curve [42, 20] that
can be schematically decomposed as follows:

• (injection range) for small |k| of the order of the characteristic wavelength of energy injec-
tion, the energy-spectrum is mainly determined by the forcing and the associated large-scale
geometry of the flow,

• (inertial range) for intermediate |k|, the energy-spectrum develops a power-law behavior
whose exponent is found universal, i.e. independent of viscosity and of the nature of the
flow, and can be interpreted as the generation of small scales by the internal motion of the
fluid following a transfer of energy from small wave-numbers to large wave-numbers,

• (dissipative range) for large |k|, the energy-spectrum is governed by dissipation processes
which damp efficiently all the energy coming from the large scales, making the spatial
velocity profile a smooth function.

The intermediate range of scales, called the inertial range in the turbulence literature [42, 20],
is where this mechanism of transport of energy takes place. The universally observed power-law
exponent of the energy-spectrum can be written as −(2H + d), i.e. E|û(t, k)|2 ∼ |k|−(2H+d), where
we have introduced for the sake of generality the space dimension d, and the parameter H that will
be eventually interpreted as a Hurst, or Hölder, exponent, in a statistically averaged sense. In real
situations, for d = 3, it is indeed observed that H ≈ 1/3, as predicted by dimensional arguments
mainly attributed to Kolmogorov [25, 28].

The main goal of this paper is to propose a family of partial differential equations, such that,
when stirred by a statistically stationary and spatially homogenous, smooth in space forcing term,
its solution u(t, x) reaches at long times a statistically stationary state which displays the typical
spectral behavior detailed above. We will achieve this with the following transport equation in
Fourier space:

(1.3)


∂tû(t, k) + divk

(
ck
|k| û(t, k)

)
+ c

H + 1
2

|k| û(t, k) = f̂(t, k) t > 0, k ∈ Rd, |k| > κ > 0,

û(t, k) = 0 t > 0, k ∈ Rd, |k| ≤ κ,
û(0, k) = 0.

Here c, κ > 0 and H ∈ R are fixed, and the source f satisfies

E[f(t, x)f(s, y)] = δt−sCf (x− y),
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where Cf is smooth and satisfies some additional assumptions detailed below. Our main result is
the following:

Theorem 1.1. Let H ∈ (0, 1) and let the forcing f be

(1.4) f(t, x) =

∫
Rdy
ϕ(x− y) dW (t, y),

where dW is a space-time Gaussian real white noise and ϕ ∈ S(Rdx) is a radial function such
that ϕ̂(k) = 0 for all |k| < κ.

(i) The transport equation in wavenumber space (1.3) with source (1.4) can be rigorously formu-
lated in physical space as an a.s. well-posed PDE. Moreover, at any t > 0, the solution u(t, x)
has finite variance and a.s. smooth paths with respect to x.

(ii) As t → ∞, u(t, x) converges in law to a zero-mean Gaussian field u∞(x) which has a.s.
α-Hölder continuous paths for any 0 < α < H.

(iii) The correlations are given by

E[u∞(x1)u∞(x2)] = C(d,H)KH(x1 − x2)− (KH ∗ JH)(x1 − x2),

where
KH := F−1

[
χ|k|>κ|k|−(2H+d)

]
,

while C(d,H) is an explicit constant and the function JH ∈ S(Rdx) depends explicitly on ϕ
in (1.4).

A more detailed version of this result is presented in Theorem 4.4, page 23.

Remark 1.2. The parameter κ can be chosen as the smallest non-vanishing wavenumber in the
support of the Fourier transform of the forcing. Following the analogy with the Navier-Stokes
equations presented in the introduction, κ may be interpreted as a quantity linked to the inverse of
the integral lengthscale2, i.e the typical lengthscale of the correlations of the forcing. The fact that
our force acts at large but finite scales means that κ is small but non-zero. The kernel KH is a
function when H ∈ (0, 1) and κ > 0. However, when κ = 0 we have the following operator:

KH −→
κ→0

(−∆)−(H+ d
2 ).

Remark 1.3. Note that the limiting Gaussian field u∞ shares some statistical properties, such as
roughness, with statistical homogeneous fractional gaussian fields [16, 29] defined by

(−∆)−
H+ d2

2 dW,

that are classically encountered in the turbulence literature [26, 12, 15]. Indeed, for H ∈ (0, 1) both
have a.s. α-Hölder continuous paths for any 0 < α < H and one can show that

(1.5) u∞ =
(in law)

C(d,H)F−1
[
χ|k|>κ

]
∗ (−∆)−

H+ d2
2 dW − ureg.

Here, ureg is a smooth zero-mean Gaussian field with correlations

E[ureg(x1)ureg(x2)] = (KH ∗ JH)(x1 − x2),

which is a smooth function with respect to (x1 − x2) even if H ≤ 0. The case H ∈ [−d/2, 0] will be
discussed in Section 4.

2If Lf is the integral lengthscale, then there exists two real positive numbers a < b such that the support of f̂ is
contained in the annulus of inner radius a

Lf
and outer radius b

Lf
. Thus one may set κ = a

Lf
.
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Remark 1.4. When H ∈ [−d/2, 0], as t → ∞, u(t) still converges to a zero-mean Gaussian field
u∞, but this field is not necessarily Hölder continuous with respect to x anymore. In this case,
one may view u∞ as a distribution living in the dual of an appropriate test function space T , see
Theorem 4.5 for more details. The correlation structure of the limiting Gaussian measure is given
by:

(1.6) E[〈u∞, g1〉〈u∞, g2〉] =

∫
Rdk
χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d)

(
C(d,H)− ĴH(k)

)
ĝ1(k) ĝ2(k) dk

for any test functions g1, g2 ∈ T , where 〈·, ·〉 stands for the duality product in T . In Theorem 4.5,
we show that, for any test functions in T ∩S(Rxd), (1.6) yields a rate of convergence proportional to

(ct)−(2H+d+2n) for n as large as desired. The expression (1.6) corresponds to the energy-spectrum

picture described above. Indeed, |k|−(2H+d) corresponds precisely to the inertial range previously

described, while ĴH(k) captures the contribution from the forcing, which is a correction in the

injection range. In fact, if the source is spectrally supported in small wavenumbers, then ĴH(k)
vanishes in the inertial range.

Finally, let us highlight the difference between the properties of the solution at finite and infinite
time. At finite time, the solution is smooth with respect to x, whereas at infinite time the solution
is only Hölder continuous (or even rougher if H ≤ 0, as explained in Remark 1.4). This loss of
regularity at infinite time is what is expected in linear turbulence. Turbulence is usually associated
to a nonlinear equation. For example, in the case of wave turbulence, nonlinearities create wave
interactions which allow the transfer of energy to higher and higher wavenumbers. Such transfers
of energy typically result in a loss of regularity. However, nonlinearities might not be the only way
in which such loss of regularity can occur. Indeed, Y. Colin de Verdière and L. Saint-Raymond [17]
have shown that, in the context of internal waves, a loss of regularity can also take place in the
case of a linear equation with an operator of degree 0. Linear equations with operators of degree
0 are also common whenever one introduces a dispersive perturbation in a hyperbolic system. In
such cases, these operators of degree 0 are used to model wave propagation under strong dispersive
effects and they are responsible for memory effects. For example, in the context of wave-energies,
the second author and D. Lannes show that the waves generated by a moving floating object are
governed in the linear regime by a non-local transport equation of degree 0, see [8]. In the context
of electrical circuits, there are cases in which 1D models of electromagnetic waves propagating along
a coaxial cable are governed by operators of degree 0, see for instance [7, Chapter 5].

One issue of our model is that it only features a single Hölder exponent. The velocity field
of a concrete turbulent fluid consists of many Hölder exponents, i.e. the Hölder-regularity of the
velocity field u(t, x) around a point x ∈ Rd depends on the point itself. This is known as the
multifractal formalism [14, 16]. The term multifractal refers to the fact that the sets of points
with same regularity are often fractal. Moreover, our model does not capture finer descriptions
(beyond the variance) of the distribution of the increments of the velocity field. Such descriptions
should quantify its non-Gaussian and intermittent nature [15], and therefore our linear model does
not suffice. It is known that one can construct a multifractal and intermittent field with the
theory of Gaussian multiplicative chaos [38], however our actual goal is to obtain a multifractal and
intermittent field dynamically, i.e. as the solution to a non-linear equation forced by a white-noise
in time, but that admits a rigorous mathematical treatment. We can also consider a forcing which
is not a white-noise in time whose temporal correlation function is given by an oscillating function
in order to make a comparison with [17, 21, 1] and [11]. Finally, we could investigate other linear
models of cascade such as in the case of a compact operator plus a potential of degree 0 as in [32].
These issues will be tackled in future papers.
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1.3. Outline. The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a simple transport
equation that converges to a complex white noise (up to lower order terms). A small tweak to
this model allows us to construct a model that gives rise to a real white noise. In Section 3, we
explain how to generalize the latter model to higher dimensions and give a heuristic proof of the
main results in this paper. In Section 4, we provide a mathematically rigorous study of our model:
we introduce the right functional setting, we develop a global well-posedness theory and give a
complete description of the asymptotic behavior of the solution, as well as its properties. This
constitutes the proof of Theorem 1.1. Finally, in Section 5 we propose a numerical method and
conduct numerical simulations in dimensions 1, 2 and 3 to validate our model.

1.4. Acknowledgements. We thank Oliver Bühler for his interesting suggestion about replacing
the pure transport term ∂k in (2.1) by sign(k)∂k as a way of fixing the physically undesirable
behavior of the solution. We thank Charles-Edouard Bréhier and the referee for their careful
reading and their corrections of a previous version of this manuscript. All five authors were funded
by the Simons Collaboration Grant on Wave Turbulence, Simons Award ID: 651475 and 651675.

1.5. Notation. For an integrable function f : Rd → C, we denote by f̂ its Fourier transform,
namely

∀k ∈ Rdk, f̂(k) := Ff(k) :=

∫
Rdx
e−2πix·k f(x) dx.

Whenever defined, the inverse Fourier transform is

∀x ∈ Rdx, f(x) = F−1f̂(x) =

∫
Rdk
e2πix·k f̂(k) dk.

It is well know that the Fourier transform is an isometry from L2(Rdx) to L2(Rdk), from S(Rdx)

to S(Rdk), where S(Rdx) denote the space of Schwartz functions (i.e. smooth functions whose

derivatives are rapidly decreasing), and from S ′(Rdx) to S ′(Rdk) where S ′(Rdx) denote the space of

tempered distribution (i.e. the dual space of S(Rdx)). We will denote by 〈·, ·〉 the duality product
between S ′ and S.

We will also need some spaces that quantify the regularity of functions more precisely. For a
fixed integer n, the Sobolev space of order n is defined by

Hn(Rd) := {u ∈ L2(Rd) | ∂jxiu ∈ L2(Rd) with 1 ≤ i ≤ d and 0 ≤ j ≤ n},
and their dual spaces are denoted by H−n(Rd). We will denote by 〈·, ·〉H−n,Hn the duality product

between Hn and H−n. For α ∈ (0, 1) the Hölder space C0,α(Rd) is defined by

C0,α(Rd) := {u continuous and bounded | ∃C > 0, ∀x, ` ∈ Rd, |`| ≤ 1, |δ`u(x)| ≤ C|`|α},
where δ` denotes the increment defined by

δ`u(x) := u(x+ `)− u(x) for x, ` ∈ Rd.

We will denote by χA the characteristic function3 of the set A.

Let (Ω, σ(Ω),P) be a probability space. A Gaussian field u : Rd → L2(Ω) is a field such
that for all n ≥ 1 and for all (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ (Rd)n, the random vector (u(x1), u(x2), . . . , u(xn))
is a Gaussian random vector. When d = 1, a 1D Gaussian field is usually called a Gaussian
process. A Gaussian random measure µ acting on S(Rd) is a random tempered distribution
such that for every g ∈ S(Rd), the random variable 〈µ, g〉 is a centered Gaussian. A white noise

3This means that χA(k) = 1 if k ∈ A and χA(k) = 0 if k /∈ A.
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dW (x) is a Gaussian random measure acting on L2(Rd) that satisfies the following for any functions
f, g ∈ L2(Rd)

E
[(∫

Rd
f(x)dW (x)

)(∫
Rd
g(x)dW (x)

)]
=

∫
Rd
f(x)g(x)dx.

Since we always integrate a deterministic function against dW (x), the choice between Itô and
Stratonovich integrals is unimportant, since Wiener integration suffices (see, for instance, [22]).

2. One-dimensional transport in wavenumber space

2.1. Building one-dimensional white noise: real vs complex. In order to mimic the trans-
port of energy from large scales to small scales, the authors in [3, 2] proposed a simple transport
equation in Fourier space. To present these ideas, we first consider a one-dimensional model for a
velocity field u(t, x), whose spatial Fourier transform aims to solve the linear evolution

(2.1)

{
∂tû(t, k) + c ∂kû(t, k) = f̂(t, k), (t, k) ∈ (0,∞)× R,
û(t, k)|t=0 = 0.

Here c > 0 is fixed and can be viewed as a transport rate in wavenumber space. On the right-hand

side of (2.1), we have included an additive term f̂ which is the Fourier transform of a spatial forcing

term. The support of f̂ is localized at small wavenumbers, which is consistent with the assumption
that the forcing term in physical space acts at large scales.

As we can see, the dynamical evolution proposed in (2.1) is a genuine transport equation, and
only the presence of a forcing makes it inhomogeneous. Adopting such a setup immediately imposes
the complex nature of the velocity field in physical space, as it can be seen when formally taking
the inverse Fourier transform of (2.1), and obtaining the following evolution in physical space:

(2.2)

{
∂tu(t, x)− 2πicx u(t, x) = f(t, x), (t, x) ∈ (0,∞)× R,
u(t, x)|t=0 = 0.

Note that the operator in (2.2) corresponds to multiplication by the space variable 2πicx. In [3], it
is shown that when the forcing f is a white noise in time and statistically homogeneous in space,
then the solution to (2.2), u : (0,∞)t × Rx −→ C, converges4 to a complex white noise in space
as t → ∞. In other words, the evolution that has been proposed, expressed in Fourier space as a
transport equation (2.1) and in physical space as an equation (2.2) involving an operator of degree
0 (multiplication by −2πicx), is able to transfer energy through scales. Moreover, the solution is
statistically homogeneous at any time and it develops the regularity of a white noise as time goes
on (technically it’s a sudden drop in regularity at t =∞). To complete the program suggested by
the phenomenology of turbulence, the additional linear action of a fractional operator allows, in a
similar setup, to generate a solution with asymptotic Hölder-type regularity of parameter H ∈ (0, 1)
instead of the one of the white noise, as explained in [3].

If some energy is introduced by the forcing at a negative wavelength k < 0, the transport
equation (2.1) will move it to smaller negative wavenumbers, going through k = 0, and then to
infinitely large positive wavenumbers k → ∞. In order to avoid this pathological behavior, one
could replace ∂k by ∂|k| = sign(k)∂k which leads to a transport in the direction of |k| instead of k.
Note however that sign(k)∂k is not properly defined at k = 0, and so one needs to be careful in
order to propose a well-posed mathematical problem. With this in mind, the heart of this article

4Up to lower order terms, see Theorem 2.4 for a full asymptotic expansion.
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will be the theoretical and numerical study of the following formal evolution:

(2.3)


∂tû(t, k) + c ∂|k|û(t, k) = f̂(t, k), (t, k) ∈ (0,∞)× R,
û(t, k)|t=0 = 0,

û(t, k)||k|=0 = 0.

Note that it is necessary to introduce a transmission condition between negative and positive k.
In (2.3), we have decided to add the boundary condition û(t, k)||k|=0 = 0 to decouple negative from
positive wavenumbers, so that no energy crosses k = 0. In particular, this means that the integral
over space of u is zero for all times. This new dynamics proposed in (2.3) can be written in physical
space after formally applying the inverse Fourier transform:

(2.4)


∂tu+ 2πc xH(u) = f, (t, x) ∈ (0,∞)× R,
u|t=0 = 0,∫
Rx
u dx = 0,

where H denotes the Hilbert transform defined in the usual way:

(2.5) Hf(x) :=
1

π
p.v.

∫
Ry

f(y)

x− y dy = − 1

π
lim
ε→0+

∫ ∞
ε

f(x+ y)− f(x− y)

y
dy.

Notice that we have used the fact the integral of u(t, x) over space vanishes to get the expression
of (2.4). Notice also that, despite the fact that the spectral evolutions (2.1) and (2.3) (whose
equivalent expressions in physical space are provided respectively in (2.2) and (2.4)), look very
similar, the solution to the new dynamics (2.4) is now real-valued. Equivalently, the dynamics
in Fourier space (2.3) conserves the Hermitian symmetry of an appropriate initial condition, here
assumed to be zero. Moreover, the solution u : (0,∞)t × Rx → R of (2.4) can be shown to
asymptotically converge to a real white noise in space. As we will explain in the sequel, the
additional linear action of a fractional operator will allow the generation, from smooth forcing, of
a real fractional Gaussian field.

Finally, it is tempting to generalize (2.3) to higher dimensions by replacing ∂|k| by k
|k| · ∇k. As

we will develop in Section 4, this eventually generates a statistically homogeneous and isotropic
solution that will converge to a real d-dimensional Gaussian random measure which is rougher than
a white noise (in space) whenever d > 1. As we will explain in the sequel, the additional linear
action of a fractional operator will allow us to generate a real d-dimensional Gaussian random
measure with the desired Hölder regularity. Interestingly, it is not obvious to generalize (2.1) to
space dimension d ≥ 1 which would generate a similar statistically homogeneous and isotropic
solution in physical space. We provide at the end of the section some additional discussions on this
matter.

However, for the time being we focus on developing a good understanding in the one-dimensional
setting. In the case of (2.4), we have the following result:

Theorem 2.1. Let the forcing f in (2.4) be

(2.6) f(t, x) =

∫
Ry
ϕ(x− y) dW (t, y),

where dW is a space-time Gaussian real white noise, and ϕ ∈ S(R) is a non-negative, non-
identically null, even function with null average. Then:

(i) Equation (2.4) admits a global (in time) solution u(t, x), which is a Gaussian process with
a.s. smooth paths in x, and with α-Hölder continuous paths in t for any 0 < α < 1/2.
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(ii) As t → ∞, the solution u(t) converges in S ′(R) to a random Gaussian measure u∞ acting
on S(R) with zero-mean, i.e. for every g ∈ S(R), 〈u(t), g〉 converges in law to a complex
Gaussian random variable 〈u∞, g〉 with E[〈u∞, g〉] = 0.

(iii) We have the following asymptotic behavior:

E[〈u∞, g1〉〈u∞, g2〉] = lim
t→∞

E[〈u(t), g1〉〈u(t), g2〉]

= C

∫
Rx
g1(x) g2(x) dx−

∫
Rx×Ry

I(x− y) g1(x) g2(y) dx dy.
(2.7)

for any g1, g2 ∈ S(R). Here C > 0 is a constant and I is an explicit continuous, even function
that depends on ϕ in (2.6).

A more detailed version of this result is presented in Theorem 4.5, see also Section 4.4. Note
that the first term on the right-hand side of (2.7) corresponds to a delta function, while the second
term given by I is a smooth lower order term.

Remark 2.2. The forcing introduced in (2.6) is indeed a Gaussian white noise in time and statis-
tically homogeneous in space, i.e.

(2.8) E[f(s, x)f(t, y)] = Cf (x− y) δs−t ,

where the spatial correlation function Cf = ϕ∗ϕ is a convolution. Given that ϕ ∈ S(R), Cf ∈ S(R).
The constant C in (2.7) is precisely

C =
Cf (0)

2c
=

1

2c

∫
Rx
|ϕ(x)|2 dx > 0.

Remark 2.3. The solution to the stochastic PDE (2.4) is an explicit Gaussian Itô process. A
precise formula will be given in Section 4. Even if this solution is continuous in time and space,
one can lose regularity at t = +∞, which is why one needs to consider u∞ on the left-hand side of
(2.7) as a distribution.

The proof of this theorem is posponed to the next section where a more general case, i.e.
multidimesional white noise, will be tackled. Before we develop the techniques needed to prove
Theorem 2.1, it is important to understand the asymptotic behavior of solutions to (2.2) in the
complex setting, which is less technical, but informative.

In this setting, we have the following result:

Theorem 2.4. Let the forcing f in (2.2) be

(2.9) f(t, x) =

∫
Ry
ϕ(x− y) dW (t, y),

where dW is a space-time Gaussian complex white noise, and ϕ ∈ S(R) is a complex, non-identically
null, even function. Then:

(i) Equation (2.2) admits a global (in time) solution u(t, x), which is a Gaussian process with
a.s. continuous paths in time and space.

(ii) As t→∞, the solution u(t) converges (in S ′(Rd)) to a random Gaussian measure u∞ acting
on S(Rd), i.e for every g ∈ S(R), 〈u(t), g〉 converges in law to 〈u∞, g〉 where u∞ is a random
Gaussian measure with E[〈u∞, g〉] = 0.
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(iii) We have the following asymptotic behavior (in the sense of distributions).
For any g1, g2 ∈ S(R),

E[〈u∞, g1〉〈u∞, g2〉] = lim
t→∞

E[〈u(t), g1〉〈u(t), g2〉]

=
1

2c
Cf (0)

∫
Rz
g1(z)g2(z)dz

+
1

2πic
p.v.

∫
Rz

Cf (z)

z

(∫
Ry
g1(z + y)g2(y)dy

)
dz .

(2.10)

The function Cf = ϕ ∗ ϕ is the spatial correlation function given by

(2.11) E[f(s, x)f(t, y)] = δs−tCf (x− y),

and p.v.
Cf (z)
z is the principal value of the distribution Cf (z)/z. That is, for any test function

g ∈ S(R),

(2.12)

〈
p.v.

Cf (z)

z
, g

〉
:= p.v.

∫
R

Cf (z)g(z)

z
dz =

∫ ∞
0

Cf (z)
g(z)− g(−z)

z
dz.

As we mentioned in Remark 2.2, the forcing in (2.9) is a complex Gaussian white noise in time
and statistically homogeneous in space. Moreover, the solution admits an explicit formula:

(2.13) u(t, x) =

∫ t

0

∫
Ry
e2πicx(t−s) ϕ(x− y) dW (s, y).

The same comments as in Remark 2.3 apply in this case.

Remark 2.5. The asymptotic expansion (2.10) remains valid when testing against functions with
a finite number of derivatives. Indeed, u∞ in (2.10) can also be interpreted as a Gaussian random
measure in H−n(R) for any integer n ≥ 2. More precisely, we will show that for any test functions
g1, g2 ∈ Hn(R) one gets

E[〈u(t), g1〉H−n,Hn〈u(t), g2〉H−n,Hn ] ∼
t→∞

Cf (0)

2c

∫
R
g1(z)g2(z) dz

+
1

2πic
p.v.

∫
Rz

Cf (z)

z

(∫
Ry
g1(z + y)g2(y)dy

)
dz

+ d(n) ‖g1‖Hn ‖g2‖Hn

(
1

ct

)n−1

.

(2.14)

where d(n) depends only on n. This characterizes the rate of convergence.

Remark 2.6. One interpretation of (2.7) (resp. (2.10)) is that the correlation function (resp. the
real part of it) asymptotically behaves like a white noise. However, this theorem gives a lower-order
correction, in the sense that the regularity of the correction is higher than that of the white noise.
In (2.7), such a regular correction is given by a Schwartz function, whereas in (2.10), the regular
correction is a purely imaginary principal value which has no singularity at zero: by (2.12), the
principal value is “controlled” by C ′f (0) near zero. It is important to note that in both cases the
regular correction is fast-decaying.

Remark 2.7. Note that we recover the result in proposition 2.1 in [3], i.e.

(2.15) lim
t→∞

E[u(t, x)u(t, y)] =
1

2c
Cf (0)δx−y
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as long as one only tests against even functions with respect to the variable x− y, as is easily seen
from the right-hand side of (2.12).

One way to recover a result similar to that in [3] that holds for all test functions is to define the
function v(t, x) = e−πictxu(t, x). This function now satisfies

E[v(t, x)v(t, y)] = t sinc (ct(x− y)) Cf (x− y)

where sinc(x) := sin(πx)
πx denotes the normalized sinc function. It immediately follows that

(2.16) lim
t→∞

E[v(t, x)v(t, y)] =
Cf (0)

c
δx−y.

However, it is unclear whether this transformation of u is an interesting object from the physical
viewpoint. Assuming one can take the Fourier transform, (2.16) can be rewritten in wavenumber
space as

(2.17) lim
t→∞

E[v̂(t, k)v̂(t, k′)] = lim
t→∞

E
[
û (t, k + πct) û (t, k′ + πct)

]
= δk−k′ Cf (0).

The transformation given by v is therefore equivalent to computing the correlation between the k+πct
and k′ + πct Fourier modes as t→∞.

2.2. Proof of Theorem 2.4. First of all, note that equation (2.2) admits the explicit solu-
tion (2.13) thanks to the Duhamel formula.

Step 1: The solution u is a well defined Gaussian field whose limit at t → ∞ is a Gaussian
random measure.

Clearly, u(t, x) is a well defined Itô process with zero average and variance

(2.18) E[|u(t, x)|2] =

∫ t

0

∫
Ry
|ϕ(x− y)|2 dyds = t ‖ϕ‖2L2 .

For any test function g (we will soon see that actually g ∈ H1(R) suffices), one gets

〈u(t), g〉 =

∫ t

0

∫
Ry

(∫
Rx
e2πicx(t−s) ϕ(x− y) g(x) dx

)
dW (s, y).

For fixed t, this random variable has the same distribution as

(2.19) 〈v(t), g〉 :=

∫ t

0

∫
Ry

(∫
Rx
e−2πicxs ϕ(x− y) g(x) dx

)
dW (s, y).

As t→∞, one has the mean-square convergence property

(2.20) lim
t→∞
〈v(t), g〉 = 〈v∞, g〉 =

∫ ∞
0

G(s, y) dW (s, y)

where

G(s, y) =

∫
Rx
e−2πicxs ϕ(x− y) g(x) dx.

In order to justify the convergence result above, it is sufficient to assume that G ∈ L2(R+
s × Ry),

which we set out to prove next. Firstly, the Young convolution inequality immediately yields

‖G‖L2([0,1]s×Ry) ≤ ‖ϕ‖L1 ‖g‖L2 .

Next, to handle the case |s| ≥ 1, we assume that g ∈ H1(R) and we integrate by parts:

2πicsG(s, y) = −
∫
Rx
e−2πicxs ∂x

(
ϕ(x− y) g(x)

)
dx.
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By the Young convolution inequality,

‖2πicsG(s, y)‖L2
y
≤
∥∥g′∥∥

L2 ‖ϕ‖L1 + ‖g‖L2

∥∥ϕ′∥∥
L1 .

Thus one easily finds that:

‖G(s, y)‖L2(R+
s ×Ry) .

1

c
‖g‖H1 ‖ϕ‖W 1,1 ,

which justifies (2.20).

Since the mean and the variance of {〈v(t), g〉}t>0 converge and since they coincide with those
of {〈u(t), g〉}t>0 for each fixed t, we deduce that 〈u(t), g〉 converges in law to a Gaussian random
variable

(2.21) 〈u∞, g〉 =
law

∫ ∞
0

G(s, y) dW (s, y).

Moreover, all the moments of {〈u(t), g〉}t>0 converge to those of 〈u∞, g〉.
Step 2: We would like to show that

(2.22) E[〈u∞, g1〉〈u∞, g2〉] = lim
t→∞

E[〈u(t), g1〉〈u(t), g2〉].

By (2.20) and (2.21),

E[〈u∞, g1〉〈u∞, g2〉] = E[〈v∞, g1〉〈v∞, g2〉]
for v defined in (2.19).

Since E[〈v(t), g1〉〈v(t), g2〉] = E[〈u(t), g1〉〈u(t), g2〉] for each fixed t, our objective (2.22) follows
from the identity

(2.23) E[〈v∞, g1〉〈v∞, g2〉] = lim
t→∞

E[〈v(t), g1〉〈v(t), g2〉].

In order to justify (2.23), we may simply use the mean-square convergence of 〈v(t), g〉 to 〈v∞, g〉
for any g ∈ S(Rd), together with the following “polarization” identity:

〈v(t), g1〉〈v(t), g2〉 =
1

4

(
|〈v(t), g1 + g2〉|2 − |〈v(t), g1 − g2〉|2

)
+
i

4

(
|〈v(t), g1 + ig2〉|2 − |〈v(t), g1 − ig2〉|2

)
.

Step 3: Calculation of the correlations as t→∞.

We start by computing the correlations for a finite time t > 0.

E[u(t, x1)u(t, x2)] =

∫ t

0
e2πic(x1−x2)sCf (x1 − x2) ds =

e2πict(x1−x2) − 1

2πic(x1 − x2)
Cf (x1 − x2).

This is a well-defined function for each finite t, but we must treat it as a distribution if we want to
take the limit t→∞. To do so, we test it against some g1, g2 ∈ S(R):

E[〈u(t), g1〉〈u(t), g2〉] =

∫
Rx1×Rx2

E[u(t, x1)u(t, x2)]g1(x1)g2(x2) dx1dx2

=

∫
Rz

e2πictz − 1

2πicz
ψ(z) dz

(2.24)

with ψ(z) = Cf (z)
∫
Ry g1(z + y)g2(y)dy, z = x1 − x2 and y = x2. Our goal is to study the last

integral as t→∞.

We start with a simple identity that gives us a way to integrate the function (e2πictz−1)/(2πicz).
Note that this function is not absolutely integrable in R. However, its integral does converge
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conditionally, i.e. the final result might depend on how we integrate it. More precisely, we recall
that for all t > 0

(2.25)

∫
R

eitz − 1

iz
dz := lim

R→∞

∫ R

−R

eitz − 1

iz
dz = π.

As a result of (2.25), we have that

lim
R→∞

∫ R

−R

e−2πictz − 1

2πicz
ψ(z)dz − ψ(0)

2c
= lim

R→∞

∫ R

−R

e−2πictz − 1

2πicz
[ψ(z)− ψ(0)] dz.

In view of

ψ(0) = Cf (0)

∫
Ry
g1(y)g2(y)dy,

it suffices to prove the following in order to obtain (2.10):

lim
t→∞

lim
R→∞

∫ R

−R

e−2πictz − 1

2πicz
[ψ(z)− ψ(0)] dzdy =

1

2πc

∫ ∞
0

ψ(z)− ψ(−z)
iz

dz

=
1

2πic
p.v.

∫
Rz

ψ(z)

z
dz.

(2.26)

To prove (2.26), we rewrite the left-hand side as follows:

(2.27) lim
R→∞

∫ R

−R

e−2πictz − 1

2πc

ψ(z)− ψ(0)

iz
dz =

1

2πic

(
lim
R→∞

∫ R

−R
e−2πictz ψ(z)− ψ(0)

z
dz

− lim
R→∞

∫ R

−R

ψ(z)− ψ(0)

z
dz
)

Note that the last term gives the desired limit after using the fact that∫ R

−R

ψ(z)− ψ(0)

z
dz =

∫ R

0

ψ(z)− ψ(−z)
z

dz

and taking R→∞.

The final step is to show that the first term on the right-hand side of (2.27) tends to zero
as t→∞. Note that

F (z) :=
ψ(z)− ψ(0)

z
is not integrable in Rz. However the following lemma shows that its derivatives have better prop-
erties. Its proof is postponed to the end of the proof of Theorem 2.4. Recall that ψ was defined in
terms of g1, g2 right after (2.24).

Lemma 2.8. Let n ≥ 1. If g1 ∈ Hn+1(R) and g2 ∈ L2(R) then F ∈Wn,1(Rz) and

lim
|z|→∞

(∂mz F )(z) = 0, for any 0 ≤ m ≤ n,(2.28)

‖∂mz F‖L1(Rz) . ‖g1‖Hm+1 ‖g2‖L2 for any 1 ≤ m ≤ n.(2.29)

We integrate by parts the first term on the right-hand side of (2.27)∫ R

−R
e−ictz

ψ(z)− ψ(0)

z
dz = −

∫ R

−R

1

ict
∂ze
−ictz F (z)dz

= − 1

ict
e−ictz F (z)

∣∣∣R
z=−R

+
1

ict

∫ R

−R
e−ictz∂zF (z) dz.
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Using Lemma 2.8, we are able to take the limit R→∞:

lim
R→∞

∫ R

−R
e−ictz

ψ(z)− ψ(0)

z
dz =

1

ict

∫
Rz
e−ictz∂zF (z) dz.

Next, we continue to integrate by parts using (2.28) (which gets rid of the boundary terms)

lim
R→∞

∫ R

−R
e−ictz

ψ(z)− ψ(0)

z
dz =

(
1

ict

)n ∫
Rz
e−ictz∂nz F (z) dz,

thus we have ∣∣∣∣ lim
R→∞

∫ R

−R
e−ictz

ψ(z)− ψ(0)

z
dz

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ( 1

ct

)n
‖∂nz F‖L1(R2) .

We use (2.29) to finish the proof of Theorem 2.4. Now, we need to prove the technical Lemma 2.8.

Proof of Lemma 2.8. First we can easily show that

∂nz F (z) =

∫ 1

0
sn∂n+1

z ψ(zs)ds(2.30)

=

∫ z

0

sn

zn+1
∂n+1
z ψ(s)ds.(2.31)

Then we show that for all 0 ≤ m ≤ n+ 1 and all p ∈ [1,∞]

(2.32) ‖∂mz ψ‖Lp(R) . ||Cf ||Wm,p(Rz) ‖g1‖Hm ‖g2‖L2 .

Indeed, the Leibniz rule yields

∂mz ψ(z) =

m∑
j=0

(
m
j

)
∂jzCf (z)

∫
Ry
∂m−jz g1(y + z)g2(y)dy.

By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

|∂mz ψ(z)| ≤

 m∑
j=0

(
m
j

)
|∂jzCf (z)|

 ‖g1‖Hm ‖g2‖L2

thus one gets (2.32).

Then we show that for all 0 ≤ m ≤ n,

lim
|z|→∞

∂mz F (z) = 0.

Indeed, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (2.31) and (2.32),

|∂mz F (z)| ≤
∥∥∂m+1

z ψ
∥∥
L2(Rz)

(∫ |z|
0

s2m

|z|2(m+1)
ds

) 1
2

=

∥∥∂m+1
z ψ

∥∥
L2(Rz)

|z| 12
−→
|z|→∞

0.

Finally, for all 1 ≤ m ≤ n, (2.30) implies

‖∂mz F (z)‖L1(R2) ≤
∫ 1

0
sm
∥∥∂m+1

z ψ(zs)
∥∥
L1(R2)

ds ≤
∥∥∂m+1

z ψ
∥∥
L1(R2)

(∫ 1

0
sm−1ds

)
and thus we conclude with (2.32). �
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Natural generalizations of the dynamics in (2.1)-(2.2) to higher dimensions could be obtained
in two ways. Firstly, the product c ∂kû in the transport equation (2.1) could be generalized to
a scalar product of a given unit vector e ∈ Rd with the gradient ∇kû(t, k). Unfortunately, this
puts too much weight on the constant vector e and results in an obvious statistical anisotropy in
physical space. For applications to turbulence, we must require that statistical laws are not only
invariant by translation, but also under rotation (i.e. statistical isotropy), as commonly observed
in laboratory and numerical experiments, and as expected from a physical point of view. Another
option would be to replace the multiplication by ix in the physical space formulation (2.2) by
the multiplication by i|x|, where |x| is the modulus of x ∈ Rd. Once again, this would introduce
anisotropy in the system, and more importantly, it would break statistical homogeneity even in
dimension d = 1. One may check these claims directly using the exact solution (2.2) to compute
the covariance function at a given time t and any two positions x, y (see [3] for details). Indeed,
this covariance function eventually depends on the difference |x| − |y|, and not on x − y as would
be desirable. Beyond these issues, none of these propositions would ensure that a given real-valued
initial condition u(0, x) ∈ R gives rise to a real-valued solution u(t, x) ∈ R at all future times. In
other words, in order to construct a real-valued solution in physical space, one needs to propose
a dynamical picture able to preserve the Hermitian symmetry of the Fourier transform û(t, k), as
does the dynamics in (2.3).

3. Higher dimensional real fractional gaussian fields: heuristic

In the previous section we gave a rigorous proof of the construction of a dynamical complex
white noise. This proof was carried out in physical space. For the dynamical real white noise of
(2.3), on the other hand, it is more convenient to think of its wavenumber formulation. However,
even in the case of a dynamical complex white noise, the solution u(t, x) is not in Lp(Rx) for any
1 ≤ p < ∞ (see (2.18)), hence its Fourier transform is not defined pointwise. In conclusion, it
is difficult to make sense of equation (2.1) in wavenumber space. However, we will not concern
ourselves with such difficulties in this section, and we will work as if the solution to (2.1) were
well-defined pointwise: we refer to Section 4 for a rigorous analysis. As we will later see, working
in wavenumber space is very convenient to formally show that (2.3) builds a dynamical real white
noise, as well as to extend this construction to d-dimensional fractional Gaussian fields.

3.1. A transport equation in wavenumber space. We propose the following initial value
problem as a generalization of (2.3)

(3.1)


∂tû(t, k) + divk

(
ck
|k| û(t, k)

)
+ c

H + 1
2

|k| û(t, k) = f̂(t, k) t > 0, k ∈ Rd, |k| > κ > 0,

û(t, k) = 0 t > 0, k ∈ Rd, |k| ≤ κ,
û(0, k) = 0.

where c, κ > 0 are fixed, H is a real constant (which will be eventually connected with the Hölder
exponent of the solution), and divk stands for the usual divergence operator in wavenumber space.
As one can easily verify with a few vector calculus identities,

(3.2) divk

(
ck

|k| û(k)

)
+ c

H + 1
2

|k| û(k) = c ∂|k| û(k) + c
H + d− 1

2

|k| û(k) with ∂|k| :=
k

|k| · ∇k.

When d = 1 and H = −1/2, one recovers (2.3) from the above. The initial value problem (3.1)

can be regarded as a conservation law in wavenumber space with a source term f̂(t, k), a damping
term (H + 1/2) û(t, k)/|k| and Dirichlet boundary conditions at the sphere |k| = κ.

Equation (3.1) has been thoroughly studied when f̂(t, k) is regular enough (see [27], [34]), but

in our case f̂(t, k) is too rough for such classical results to be applicable. In particular, we will
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assume that the forcing term f̂ satisfies

(3.3) E[f̂(t, k1)f̂(s, k2)] = Ĉf (k1) δt−s δk1−k2 ,

where Ĉf (k) is radial and null in the ball |k| < κ. Condition (3.3) formally follows from considering
the Fourier transform of a white noise in time satisfying

(3.4) E[f(t, x)f(s, y)] = δt−sCf (x− y).

Remark 3.1. As part of equation (3.1) one has the following technical condition

(3.5) û(t, k) = 0 t > 0, k ∈ Rd, |k| ≤ κ,

for κ > 0. Indeed, if |k| = 0, then divk

(
k
|k| ·
)

and
H+ 1

2
|k| are not well-defined. This condition (3.5)

implies in particular that F−1û has null spatial average, whenever defined. It might be possible
to make sense of the problem (3.1) for κ = 0 by adequately changing condition (3.5), imposing

f̂(t, k = 0) = 0 and an appropriate behaviour near k = 0, but this is outside the scope of this paper.

3.2. Asymptotic behavior: power-law. In this section, we show that the two-point correlation
of the solution to (3.1) displays a power-law behavior. In our first result (Theorem 3.2), we obtain

this asymptotic behavior as t→∞ under fairly mild assumptions on the forcing f̂ . Under stronger

assumptions on f̂ , we derive a second result (Proposition 3.5) showing this power law behavior in
finite time. Among other things, such power laws are important because their exponent determines
the Hölder regularity of the solution in physical space (should it be possible to take the inverse
Fourier transform). The main idea of the heuristic proof of our desired results is to perform a change
of variables to rewrite (3.1) as a 1D transport equation with respect to |k| and parametrized by the
“angular variable” k

|k| . Such an equation admits an explicit solution that we will exploit. We will

further discuss such consequences in Section 4.

Theorem 3.2 (Heuristic version). Let the forcing f̂ satisfy (3.3) in such a way that Ĉf (k) = ψ(|k|)
is radial, non-negative, non identically null, with s2H+d ψ(s) ∈ L1(R+

s ). Furthermore, we assume
that ψ is null when |k| < κ. Then, (3.1) admits a solution that satisfies the following asymptotic
behavior

lim
t→∞

E[û(t, k)û(t, k′)] = |k|−(2H+d) (C(d,H)−Ψd,H(|k|)) δk−k′

where

(3.6) Ψd,H(|k|) :=
1

c

∫ ∞
|k|

s2H+d ψ(s) ds.

is a positive non-increasing absolutely continuous function and

(3.7) C(d,H) := Ψd,H(0) > 0.

As we have already pointed out in Remark 2.6, the function Ψd,H can be seen as lower-order
correction in comparison with the Dirac distribution. Moreover, if we assume that ψ is fast-
decaying, then Ψd,H will also be fast-decaying.

Heuristic proof. In order to find a formal solution to (3.1), we let

v̂(t, k) := |k|H+d− 1
2 û(t, k), ĝ(t, k) := |k|H+d− 1

2 f̂(t, k).
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Next we rewrite (3.1) in terms of v̂, namely

(3.8)


∂tv̂(t, k) + c ∂|k|v̂(t, k) = ĝ(t, k) t > 0, |k| > κ,

v̂(t, k) = 0 t > 0, |k| ≤ κ,
v̂(0, k) = 0,

where we use the fact that ∂|k| =
k
|k| · ∇k.

Equation (3.8) can be regarded as a 1D transport equation with respect to |k| and parametrized
by the “angular variable” k/|k|. Thus it is easy to give an explicit solution:

(3.9) v̂(t, k) =

∫ t(
t− |k|−κ

c

)
+

ĝ

(
s, (|k| − ct+ cs)

k

|k|

)
ds.

Next we compute the correlations of v̂(t) using those of f̂ . We have

E[v̂(t, k1)v̂(t, k2)] =∫ t(
t− |k1|−κ

c

)
+

∫ t(
t− |k2|−κ

c

)
+

δcs1−cs2δ |k1|−ct+cs1
|k1|

k1− |k2|−ct+cs2|k2|
k2
Ĉg

( |k1| − ct+ cs1

|k1|
k1

)
ds1ds2.

We assume that we can write

δcs1−cs2δ |k1|−ct+cs1
|k1|

k1− |k2|−ct+cs2|k2|
k2

= δcs1−cs2δ |k1|−ct+cs1
|k1|

k1− |k2|−ct+cs1|k2|
k2

even if this not mathematically rigorous. Moreover, by the change of variables from cartesian to
polar coordinates

δ |k1|−ct+cs
|k1|

k1− |k2|−ct+cs|k2|
k2

=

( |k1| − ct+ cs

|k1|

)−(d−1)

δk1−k2 .

This is possible since the Jacobian
(
|k1|−ct+cs
|k1|

)−(d−1)
has no singularities in the region of integration

thanks to κ > 0. As a result, one obtains

E[v̂(t, k)v̂(t, k′)] =

∫ t(
t− |k|−κ

c

)
+

( |k| − ct+ cs

|k|

)−(d−1)

Ĉg

( |k| − ct+ cs

|k| k

)
ds

 δk−k′ .

This immediately implies

E[û(t, k)û(t, k′)] = |k|−(2H+d)

∫ t(
t− |k|−κ

c

)
+

(|k| − ct+ cs)2H+d Ĉf

( |k| − ct+ cs

|k| k

)
ds

 δk−k′ .

The change of variables s 7→ |k1| − ct+ cs yields

E[û(t, k)û(t, k′)] = |k|−(2H+d)

(
χ|k|>ct+κ

∫ |k|
|k|−ct

s2H+d Ĉf

(
s

|k| k
)
ds

c

)
δk−k′

+ |k|−(2H+d)

(
χ|k|≤ct+κ

∫ |k|
κ

s2H+d Ĉf

(
s

|k| k
)
ds

c

)
δk−k′

where χA denotes the characteristic function of the set A. Remember that ψ(|k|) := Ĉf (k) since Cf
is radial. Using (3.6), we may rewrite

E[û(t, k)û(t, k′)] = |k|−(2H+d)
(
χ|k|>ct+κ [Ψd,H(|k| − ct)−Ψd,H(|k|)]

+ χ|k|≤ct+κ [Ψd,H(κ)−Ψd,H(|k|)]
)
δk−k2 .

(3.10)
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<latexit sha1_base64="2+TkWOZpVeU5Onn63rdITRDnH7Y=">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</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="kTIuT38Fo/cJpmZiL6iE48B+7pk=">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</latexit>r⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="QVOVx4ix9HUsF66kV13u3jnBqRA=">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</latexit>

t1 + r⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="Kf+srOPAJtTu7MYGrKyrvetwS3k=">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</latexit>

t1 + 

<latexit sha1_base64="1qjzsshkVTYAA54PwV++0G3Twmk=">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</latexit>

F (t1, |k|)

<latexit sha1_base64="EMNjKtz9rgHmka6Lo8wpzT881n0=">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</latexit>

 (|k|)

<latexit sha1_base64="2+TkWOZpVeU5Onn63rdITRDnH7Y=">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</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="kTIuT38Fo/cJpmZiL6iE48B+7pk=">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</latexit>r⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="QVOVx4ix9HUsF66kV13u3jnBqRA=">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</latexit>

t1 + r⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="Kf+srOPAJtTu7MYGrKyrvetwS3k=">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</latexit>

t1 + 

<latexit sha1_base64="1qjzsshkVTYAA54PwV++0G3Twmk=">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</latexit>

F (t1, |k|)

<latexit sha1_base64="EMNjKtz9rgHmka6Lo8wpzT881n0=">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</latexit>

 (|k|)
<latexit sha1_base64="wH5Un99/Nr03aSmIq7OCUTfFBAY=">AAADNHicjVLbSsNAED2Nt1pvrT76EixCBSlpKepjURAfK9gL1lKSdKuhaRKSTbG0/oWv+hn+i+CbCPriNzi7ptBarG5IcvbMnJmd2TE82wq4pj3HlLn5hcWl+HJiZXVtfSOZ2qwEbuibrGy6tuvXDD1gtuWwMre4zWqez/SuYbOq0TkR9mqP+YHlOhe877FGV792rLZl6pyoy9MMb+b3h53hXjOZ1rKaXOo0yEUgjWiV3FQsgSu04MJEiC4YHHDCNnQE9NSRgwaPuAYGxPmELGlnuIPQhuTFyEMntkPfa9rVI9ahvYgZSLVJWWx6fVKq2CWNS34+YZFNlfZQRhbsb7EHMqY4W5/+RhSrSyzHDbF/6Uae/9eNn3tWxRxtHMlKLarck4zogRnlCmXvRH3qWO2cInjECdwiu0/YlMrRbahSE8gOiRvQpf1degpW7M3IN8THjFrqlKFHOTyyTd7N7WSVNEe5n1MzDSr5bO4gWzgvpIvH0UTFsY0dZGhqDlHEGUooU2QH93jAo/KkvCivytu3qxKLNFuYWMrnF6xhqGE=</latexit>

F (t2, |k|)

<latexit sha1_base64="pXQGF7olW7oqXCizSkPKYeR9l2c=">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</latexit>

t2 + 
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Figure 1. The functions |k| 7→ F (t1, |k|) and |k| 7→ F (t2, |k|) for t1 < t2 and ψ
supported in [κ, r∗].

We conclude by taking the limit t→∞ and noting that Ψd,H(κ) = Ψd,H(0). �

Remark 3.3. In the previous proof, we have shown that (see (3.10)) for any fixed t > 0

E[û(t, k)û(t, k′)] = |k|−(2H+d) F (t, |k|) δk−k′
where F is a non-negative absolutely continuous function in t and |k| that admits the following
expression

(3.11) F (t, |k|) =

{
Ψd,H(κ)−Ψd,H(|k|), |k| < ct+ κ,

Ψd,H(|k| − ct)−Ψd,H(|k|), |k| > ct+ κ.

In particular, for any time t1 ≤ t2, F (t1, |k|) = F (t2, |k|) for all |k| ≤ ct1 + κ. As t grows the
window of |k| where F (t, |k|) is stationary (and displays a power-law behavior) grows too (see figure
1). As a result, it is not necessary to wait until t = ∞ in order to observe the power-law. This is
helpful when performing numerical simulations.

Remark 3.4. The limits t→∞ and |k| → ∞ in (3.11) don’t commute. Indeed, one gets

lim
t→∞

E[û(t, k)û(t, k′)] ∼
|k|→∞

|k|−(2H+d)C(d,H) δk−k′ ,

whereas for any fixed time t > 0

lim
|k|→∞

E[û(t, k)û(t, k′)] = 0.

In simulations, it is usual to look for the power-law for large |k|. But, as pointed out in the
previous remark, if we don’t wait long enough then we will see nothing. The next proposition shows
that if the two-point correlation of the source is spectrally located in the ball |k| ≤ r∗, then it is
enough to wait until t ≥ r∗ to observe the desired power-law.

Proposition 3.5. Let ψ supported in [κ, r∗] for r∗ > κ > 0. For any t > r∗ fixed, the function F
given in Remark 3.3 satisfies

F (t, |k|) =



0 |k| ∈ (0, κ)

stationary in t and non-decreasing in |k| |k| ∈ (κ, r∗),

constant |k| ∈ (r∗, ct+ κ),

non-decreasing in t and non-increasing in |k| |k| ∈ (ct+ κ, ct+ r∗),

0 |k| ∈ (ct+ r∗,∞).
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Remark 3.6. Since ψ vanishes in the ball |k| < κ,

Ψ(0) = Ψ(κ) = Ψ(|k| − ct) for ct ≤ |k| ≤ ct+ κ,

and thus the expression

F (t, |k|) =

{
Ψd,H(0)−Ψd,H(|k|), |k| < ct,

Ψd,H(|k| − ct)−Ψd,H(|k|), |k| > ct.

is independent of κ. On this note, see Remark 3.1.

In order that the solution of (3.12) be closer to the experimental energy-spectrum picture (see
beginning of section 1.2), one can add some viscosity in the equation. More precisely, one can
consider f − ν∆u instead of a sole forcing term f .

Theorem 3.7 (Heuristic version). Let ν ≥ 0 and let the forcing f̂ satisfy (3.3) such that Ĉf (k) =

ψ(|k|) is radial, non-negative, non identically null, with s2H+de
8π2ν
3c

s3 ψ(s) ∈ L1(R+
s ) and ψ null in

the ball |k| < κ. Then
(3.12)
∂tûν(t, k) + divk

(
ck
|k| ûν(t, k)

)
+

(
c
H + 1

2

|k| + ν|2πk|2
)
ûν(t, k) = f̂(t, k) t > 0, k ∈ Rd, |k| > κ > 0,

ûν(t, k) = 0 t > 0, k ∈ Rd, |k| ≤ κ,
ûν(0, k) = 0

admits a solution that satisfies for any fixed t > 0

E[ûν(t, k)ûν(t, k′)] = |k|−(2H+d)e−
8π2ν
3c
|k|3 Fν(t, |k|) δk−k′

where Fν is a non-negative absolutely continuous function in t and |k| that admits the following
expression

(3.13) Fν(t, |k|) =

{
Ψd,H,ν(κ)−Ψd,H,ν(|k|), |k| < ct+ κ,

Ψd,H,ν(|k| − ct)−Ψd,H,ν(|k|), |k| > ct+ κ.

and where

(3.14) Ψd,H,ν(|k|) :=
1

c

∫ ∞
|k|

s2H+de
8π2ν
3c

s3 ψ(s) ds.

is a positive non-increasing absolutely continuous function.

Proof. In order to find a formal solution to (3.12), we let

v̂(t, k) := |k|H+d− 1
2 e

4π2ν
3c
|k|3 û(t, k), ĝ(t, k) := |k|H+d− 1

2 e
4π2ν
3c
|k|3 f̂(t, k)

and rewriting (3.12) for v̂, we find that v̂ solves (3.8). Thus the proof is similar to the one of
Theorem 3.2. �

Note that in the presence of viscosity, the limits ν → 0 and t→∞ commute.
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3.3. Main issues with the heuristic proof. The calculations in this section provide invaluable
intuition regarding the construction of an equation whose solution displays a power-law behavior as
well as the right parameters involved. Nevertheless, there are several steps in our calculations that
are difficult to justify from a rigorous mathematical viewpoint (if possible at all). More precisely:

(1) Fourier-transform. As we already mentioned, the Fourier transform of a rough non-decrea-
sing source (and therefore the solution of equation (3.1)) is unlikely to be defined pointwise.

(2) Transport equation in wavenumber space. We have never showed that (3.1) is well-posed.
Even if it were in some weak sense, it is unclear whether one can define the trace of the

solution at the boundary |k| = κ or to define the domain of the operator divk

(
k
|k| ·
)

.

(3) Solution of a stochastic transport equation. In the simplest case, (3.1) becomes (3.8)
(for H = 1

2 − d) whose solution we gave in (3.9), namely

(3.15) û(t, k) =

∫ t

(ct−(|k|−κ))+

f̂

(
s, (|k| − ct+ cs)

k

|k|

)
ds.

In the case where f is a white noise in time of the form (2.6) (in Rd instead of R), the integral
on the right-hand side of (3.15) is not a Riemann integral. Worse than that, one would

need to define the object f̂(t, k) and evaluate it along the characteristics of the transport
equation. To sum up, one would need to make sense of the “stochastic integral”:∫ t

(t−(|k|−κ))+

ϕ̂

(
(|k| − ct+ cs)

k

|k|

)
d̂W

(
s, (|k| − ct+ cs)

k

|k|

)
.

Moreover, without a rigorous functional setup it is hard to study the important problem of
uniqueness of solutions. In fact, it is unclear whether the solution (3.15) is unique.

(4) Two-point correlations. Even if we can make sense of (3.1) weakly, e.g. as a tempered
distribution, the two-point correlation is not necessary well defined. Indeed, it involves a
product of distributions whose singular supports might overlap.

(5) Mixing coordinates in Dirac distributions. In the proof, we use the following identity

δs1−s2δ |k1|−ct+cs1
|k1| k1−

|k2|−ct+cs2
|k2| k2

= δs1−s2δ |k1|−ct+cs1
|k1| k1−

|k2|−ct+cs1
|k2| k2

.

In other words, we first apply δs1−s2 to δ |k1|−ct+cs1
|k1| k1−

|k2|−ct+cs2
|k2| k2

. Can this be justified?

This is in particular possible if the inner delta were a function, which is of course not the
case. Later, in the proof, we perform a change of coordinates to obtain

δs1−s2δ |k1|−ct+cs1
|k1| k1−

|k2|−ct+cs2
|k2| k2

=

( |k1| − ct+ cs1

|k1|

)−(d−1)

δs1−s2δk1−k2 .

Does the same final result hold if we exchanged the order in which the deltas on the left-hand
side are applied?

Ultimately, we would also like to write equation (3.1) in physical space and to interpret the
power-law in physical space. One first idea is to perform an inverse Fourier transform of (3.1) but
the difficulties mentioned above make it complicated.
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4. Higher dimensional real fractional gaussian fields: results

As mentioned in the previous subsection, it is difficult to justify the Fourier transform of a rough
source such as the one that interests us. Similarly, the solution to such a problem (3.1) may not
admit a Fourier transform either. For that reason, our goal is to try to formulate a weaker notion
of (3.1) which is entirely given in physical space, thereby avoiding such problems. To do so, we
first introduce the Hilbert space

(4.1) X := {u ∈ L2(Rdx) | û(k) = 0 for all |k| < κ }
together with the inner product

(u, v) :=

∫
Rdk\B(0,κ)

û(k) v̂(k)dk.

Next we introduce the unbounded operator

(4.2) A : u 7→ F−1

[
cdivk

(
k

|k| û
)

+ c
H + 1

2

|k| û

]
with domain

D(A) := {u ∈ X |Au ∈ X and û||k|=κ = 0 }
= {u ∈ X |∂|k|û ∈ L2(Rdk \B(0, κ)) and û||k|=κ = 0 }.

(4.3)

For any function u ∈ X such that ∂|k|û ∈ L2(Rdk \ B(0, κ)), the trace in Fourier space û||k|=κ is
well-defined thanks to the Sobolev embedding theorem. This allows us to impose û||k|=κ = 0.
Consequently, the transport equation in wavenumber space (3.1) can be written in physical space
after formally applying the inverse Fourier transform:

(4.4)

{
∂tu+Au = f for t > 0,

u|t=0 = 0.

At this stage, note that for any regular enough forcing f ∈ L1
loc((0,+∞)t, X), the problem (4.4)

is rigorously defined. Its mild solution is given by:

(4.5) u(t) =

∫ t

0
e−(t−s)Af(s)ds

where e−tA : X → X is defined by

(4.6) e−tAu0 := F−1

[
χ|k|>ct+κ

( |k| − ct
|k|

)H+d− 1
2

û0

( |k| − ct
|k| k

)]
.

Indeed, it is easy to check that (4.5) solves (4.4). Moreover, it is also easy to check that if u0 ∈
X ∩ S(Rdx) then e−tAu0 ∈ X ∩ S(Rdx).

Unfortunately, our source f is a white noise in time (and colored in space) and therefore the
above considerations do not apply. Rigorously speaking, f is a Gaussian random measure acting
on L2((0,+∞)t), i.e.

(4.7) 〈f, g〉(x) :=

∫
(0,+∞)t×Rdy

τyϕ(x) g(t)dW (t, y),

for all test functions g ∈ L2((0,+∞)t) where dW is a space-time Gaussian real white noise, τy is a

translation by y (i.e. τyg(x) = g(x − y)) and ϕ ∈ X ∩ S(Rdx) is a real, non-identically null, radial
function.
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In order to give a meaning to solutions of (4.4) with rough source, we need a weak formulation.
To propose one, one first needs to introduce the adjoint of A.

Proposition 4.1. The adjoint of A in (4.2) is defined by

(4.8) A∗ : u 7→ F−1

[
−cdivk

(
k

|k| û
)

+ c
H + d− 1

2

|k| û

]
and its domain is

D(A∗) := {u ∈ X |∂|k|û ∈ L2(Rdk \B(0, κ)) } ) D(A).

Proof. Let u ∈ D(A) and v ∈ X. Using (3.2), one gets

c−1(Au, v)L2 =

∫
Rdk\B(0,κ)

∂|k|û(k) v̂(k) dk +

∫
Rdk\B(0,κ)

H + d− 1
2

|k| û(k) v̂(k) dk.

We perform a change of variables from cartesian to polar coordinates in wavenumber space:∫
Rdk
∂|k|û(k) v̂(k) dk =

∫
R+

∫
Sθ
∂|k|û(k) v̂(k) |k|d−1dσθd|k|.

We now assume that ∂|k|v̂ ∈ L2(Rdk \B(0, κ)) so that we can integrate by parts in variable |k| and
immediately return to cartesian coordinates:∫

Rdk
∂|k|û v̂ dk = −

∫
Rdk
û ∂|k|v̂ dk −

∫
Rdk

(d− 1)

|k| û v̂dk −
∫
Sθ
κd−1 û||k|=κ v̂||k|=κdσθ.

Since û||k|=κ = 0, the previous equality yields

c−1(Au, v)L2 = −
∫
Rdk
û ∂|k|v̂ +

∫
Rdk

H + 1
2

|k| û v̂ dk.

Using (3.2) once again, one readily gets

c−1(Au, v)L2 =

∫
Rdk\B(0,κ)

û(k)

[
−divk

(
k

|k| v̂(k)

)
+
H + d− 1

2

|k| v̂(k)

]
dk

for all u ∈ D(A) and v ∈ X such that ∂|k|v̂ ∈ L2(Rdk \B(0, κ)).

Note that it is not necessary to impose v̂||k|=κ = 0 and thus D(A∗) is strictly larger than D(A).
�

Remark 4.2. In the definition of D(A) the condition û||k|=κ = 0 can be interpreted as a boundary
condition in wavenumber space. This boundary condition is lost in D(A∗), which is strictly larger
than D(A). It might be possible to take κ = 0 by adequately exchanging û||k|=κ = 0 by û(t, k = 0) =
0, and by imposing an appropriate behaviour near k = 0, but this is outside the scope of this paper.

We are ready to give the weak formulation of (4.4).

Definition 4.3. We say that a stochastic process u is a weak solution to (4.4) with f given by (4.7),
if u ∈ L1

loc([0,∞)t × Rd) almost surely and

(4.9)

∫
Rdx
u(t, x)g(t, x)dx+

∫ t

0

∫
Rdx
u(s, x)(−∂s +A∗)g(s, x)dsdx
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=

∫ t

0

∫
Rdy

(∫
Rdx
ϕ(x− y)g(s, x)dx

)
dW (s, y)

for all g ∈ C∞((0,∞), D(A∗) ∩ S(Rdx)), and such that

(4.10)

∫ t

0

∫
Rdx
u(s, x)g(s, x)dsdx = 0

for all g ∈ C∞((0,∞),S(Rdx)) with ĝ(t, k) = 0 for all |k| > κ.

Note that for a test function g ∈ X ∩S(Rdx), g ∈ D(A∗) and A∗g ∈ D(A∗)∩S(Rdx) and thus the
terms on the left-hand side of (4.9) are well-defined.

We are ready to give the main result of this paper for positive H ∈ (0, 1).

Theorem 4.4. Let H ∈ (0, 1), and let the forcing f in (4.4) be

(4.11) f(t, x) =

∫
Rdy
τyϕ(x) dW (t, y),

where dW is a space-time Gaussian real white noise, τy is a translation by y (i.e. τyg(x) = g(x−y))

and ϕ ∈ S(Rdx) is a real, non-identically null, radial function such that ϕ̂(k) = 0 for all |k| < κ.
Then:

(i) Equation (4.4) admits a unique global (in time) weak solution u(t, x) in C((0,∞), (X∩S(Rdx))′)
given by

(4.12) u(t, x) =

∫ t

0

∫
Rdy
e−(t−s)A[τyϕ](x) dW (s, y)

where e−tA : X ∩ S(Rdx)→ X ∩ S(Rdx) is defined in (4.6).

(ii) For each t > 0 fixed, u(t, x) is a Gaussian process with a.s. smooth paths in x, and with
α-Hölder continuous paths in t for any 0 < α < 1/2.

(iii) As t → ∞, the solution u(t, x) converges in law to a zero-mean Gaussian field u∞(x) with
α-Hölder continuous paths in x for any 0 < α < H.

(iv) The limiting process u∞(x) is characterized by the correlations:

E[u∞(x1)u∞(x2)] = lim
t→∞

E[u(t, x1)u(t, x2)]

= C(d,H)KH(x1 − x2)− (KH ∗ JH)(x1 − x2),
(4.13)

where

KH := F−1
[
χ|k|>κ|k|−(2H+d)

]
and JH := F−1

[
χ|k|>κ Ψd,H(|k|)

]
and where C(d,H) and Ψd,H are given in Theorem 3.2.

In the case of non-positive H, one needs to be more careful since the solution converges to a
very rough object. In this direction, we have the following result:

Theorem 4.5. Let H ∈ [−d/2, 0], and let the forcing f as in (4.11). Then points (i) and (ii) in
Theorem 4.4 still hold. Moreover, we have that:

(iii) As t → ∞, the solution u(t) converges in law to a random Gaussian measure u∞ acting
on X ∩ S(Rdx) with zero-mean, i.e. for any g ∈ X ∩ S(Rd), 〈u(t), g〉 converges in law to a
Gaussian random variable 〈u∞, g〉 with E[〈u∞, g〉] = 0.
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(iv) We have the following asymptotic behavior:

lim
t→∞

E[〈u(t), g1〉〈u(t), g2〉] = E[ lim
t→∞
〈u(t), g1〉〈u(t), g2〉]

= C(d,H)

∫
Rdk
χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d) ĝ1(k) ĝ2(k) dk

−
∫
Rdk
χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d) Ψd,H(|k|) ĝ1(k) ĝ2(k) dk.

(4.14)

for any g1, g2 ∈ X ∩ S(Rd), where Ψd,H are given in Theorem 3.2.

Before we prove these theorems, let us make a final comment about the operator A. This
operator can be regarded as an operator of degree 0 plus a bounded operator of degree −1 as
shown in the following proposition.

Proposition 4.6. For all u ∈ D(A) and v ∈ D(A∗), the following equalities hold:

(4.15) Au(x) =

∫
Rdk/Bκ

a(x, k)eik·x û(k) dk and A∗v(x) =

∫
Rdk/Bκ

a∗(x, k)eik·x v̂(k)dk.

where

a(x, k) := −i k|k| · x+
H + 1

2

|k| and a∗(x, k) := i
k

|k| · x+
H + d− 1

2

|k| ·

For any multi-index (α, β) with |α| ≥ 1, one has

|x||k|−|β| . |∂βk a(x, k)|+ |∂βk a∗(x, k)| . |x||k|−|β| + |k|−1−|β|

and
|∂αx ∂βk a(x, k)|+ |∂αx ∂βk a∗(x, k)| . |k|−|β|,

for any (x, k) ∈ R2d such that |k| ≥ κ. The implicit constant doesn’t depend on κ, x or k.

Proof. Let u ∈ D(A). Using the vector calculus identities (3.2), one gets

Au =

∫
Rdk/Bκ

[
k

|k| · ∇kû+
H + d− 1

2

|k| û

]
eik·xdk.

Integrating by parts

Au = −
∫
Rdk/Bκ

divk

(
k

|k|e
ik·x
)
û+

∫
Rdk/Bκ

H + d− 1
2

|k| ûeik·xdk.

As one can easily verify with a few vector calculus identities

(4.16) divk

(
k

|k|e
ik·x
)

=
ik · x+ (d− 1)

|k| eik·x

such that

Au = −
∫
Rdk/Bκ

ik · x+ (d− 1)

|k| ûeik·xdk +

∫
Rdk/Bκ

H + d− 1
2

|k| ûeik·xdk

which gives the expression in (4.15). Similar computations hold for A∗. �

Several recent works [17, 11, 21] show that linear equations involving operators of degree 0
may be useful in showcasing behavior related to turbulence, such as loss of regularity at long
time. In [17], Yves Colin de Verdière and Laure Saint-Raymond in [17] consider an equation
∂tu+ iAu = f where f is an L2 deterministic monochromatic forcing and A is an homogeneous self-
adjoint operator of degree 0 that satisfies some technical (but general) assumptions. The authors
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show that, as t → ∞, the solution resembles more and more the generalized eigenfunctions of the
operator A, which do not have L2 finite energy. The fact that A is of order 0 is essential to ensure

that its generalized eigenfunctions live in a space akin to H−
1
2
−, which is less regular than L2. R.

Carles and C. Cheverry in [11] have also introduced an operator of degree 0 in the context of nuclear
magnetic resonance. More precisely, they have shown that for some highly oscillatory source, at
long times (i-e diffractive time), the solution produces constructive and destructive interferences
which are interpreted as turbulent effects.

It is therefore interesting to compare our model with this existing literature. A first difference
is that these other works are developed in deterministic setting. But even if one were to consider
our model with a monochromatic deterministic source, it is hard to use similar techniques as those
in [17]. Firstly, because our operator satisfies D(A) ( D(A∗) and it cannot thus be self-adjoint
or skew-adjoint. As a result, one cannot use Mourre’s commutator theory as in [17] to prove a
limiting amplitude principle which allows a nice spectral representation of the solution at infinite
time. Secondly, the principal symbol of our operator A (see (4.15)) grows with respect to x. This
is not a standard pseudo-differential operator5 of degree 0. A more profound study of this special
operator (4.2) is therefore interesting, and it is postponed for a future work. Nevertheless one can
mention some conserved quantities in equation (4.4) when the source is null and initial datum is
considered:

• conservation of volume for all H, i-e

∂t

∫
Rdx
u(t, x) dx = 0,

• conservation of L2-norm for H = −d/2, i-e

∂t

∫
Rdx
|û(t, x)|2 dx = 0,

• conservation of trace at origin H = −1/2, i-e

∂tu|x=0 = 0.

4.1. Well-posedness.

4.1.1. Uniqueness. Suppose that we have two solutions which live a.s. in L1
loc([0,∞)t × Rd) satis-

fying (4.9). When tested against test functions whose Fourier transform is supported in B(0, κ),
both solutions are null and thus they agree. When tested against g ∈ C∞((0,∞), D(A∗) ∩ S(Rdx)),
their difference v a.s. satisfies

(4.17)

∫
Rdx
v(t, x)g(t, x)dx+

∫ t

0

∫
Rdx
v(s, x)(−∂s +A∗)g(s, x)dsdx = 0 for all t > 0.

If g0 ∈ D(A∗) ∩ S(Rdx)) then

gt(s, ·) = F−1

[
|k|−H− 1

2 ĝ0

( |k| − c(s− t)
|k| k

)]
∈ C∞((0,∞), D(A∗) ∩ S(Rdx))

satisfies

(−∂s +A∗)gt = 0 and gt|s=t = g0.

5A standard operator of degree m is an operator whose symbol a ∈ C∞(R2d) statisfies

|∂αx ∂βk a(x, k)| . (1 + |k|)m−|β|

for all multi-index α and β.
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Using this choice of test function, (4.17) yields that a.s. for all t > 0∫
Rdx
v(t, x)g0(x)dx = 0.

As a result, almost surely, for all t, v(t, ·) = 0 almost everywhere. More precisely, for any two
solutions u1, u2 of our problem, we have:

P [∀t > 0, u1(t, x) = u2(t, x) almost everywhere in x] = 1.

Remark 4.7. Note that one could obtain a stronger version of uniqueness by slightly chang-
ing the definition of weak solution. For instance, one could add the condition that E|u(t, x)|2 ∈
L1

loc((0,∞)t × Rdx). Under this new definition one could show that any two solutions u1 and u2

must satisfy

E|u1(t, x)− u2(t, x)| = 0

(t, x)-almost everywhere. This follows directly from the above argument to prove uniqueness together
with the fact that the variance is a.e. finite.

4.1.2. Existence of a weak solution. Let us start by giving an expression for e−tA[τyϕ](x), which
will enable us to prove that (4.12) does provide a weak solution to (4.4).

Proposition 4.8. For all ϕ ∈ X ∩ S(Rdx), the function G(t, x, y) := e−tA[τyϕ](x) given by

G(t, x, y) =

∫
Rdk
χ|k|>ct+κ

( |k| − ct
|k|

)H+d− 1
2

ϕ̂

( |k| − ct
|k| k

)
e
−i2π

(
|k|−ct
|k|

)
k·y+i2πk·x

dk

=

∫
Rdk

( |k|
|k|+ ct

)H+ 1
2

ϕ̂(k) e
i2π

(
|k|+ct
|k|

)
k·x−i2πk·y

dk.

(4.18)

is a smooth function in all variables. Moreover:

• For each multi-index β and each fixed y ∈ Rd, ∂βyG(·, ·, y) ∈ C1([0,∞)t, X ∩ S(Rdx)). Ad-

ditionally, any Schwartz seminorm of ∂βyG(·, ·, y) (with respect to x) is locally uniform in
y.

• For each x ∈ Rd, ∂βxG(·, x, ·) ∈ C1([0,∞)t,S(Rdy)). Additionally, any Schwartz seminorm

of ∂βxG(·, x, ·) (with respect to y) is locally uniform in x.

Finally, its Fourier transform in y is given by

(F2G)(t, x, k) =

( |k|
|k|+ ct

)H+ 1
2

ϕ̂(k) e
−i2π

(
|k|+ct
|k|

)
k·x
.

Proof. The expression (4.18) comes from the definition of e−tA in (4.6), and the change of vari-
ables k 7→ (|k|+ ct)/|k|k. The second expression directly yields the formula for (F2G)(t, x, k).

The fact that G is smooth in all three variables follows easily from the integral expression and
the fact that we can interchange differentiation and the integral. The latter step will be justified
next.

Let us show that for any multi-index β and any fixed x, ∂βxG(·, x, ·) ∈ C1([0,∞)t,S(Rdy)) (the

case of fixed y follows a similar proof). Note that any derivative ∂ny ∂
β
xG(t, x, y) results in a factor
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of (−i2πk)n, which can be absorbed by ϕ̂(k), and thus smoothness is no problem. Let us focus on
decay. For |y| ≤ 1, note that

|∂βxG(t, x, y)| ≤ (2π)|β|
∫
Rdk

( |k|+ ct

|k|

)|β|
|ϕ̂(k)| dk.

Recall that the support of ϕ guarantees that there are not problems of integration around k = 0.

For |y| ≥ 1 and for any j ∈ {1, . . . , d},∣∣∣(−iyj)n∂βxG(t, x, y)
∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣ ∫
Rdk

( |k|
|k|+ ct

)H+ 1
2
−|β|

ϕ̂(k) e
i2π

(
|k|+ct
|k|

)
k·x
∂nkje

−i2πk·y dk
∣∣∣

≤ (2π)|β|
∫
Rdk

∣∣∣∂nkj
[( |k|
|k|+ ct

)H+ 1
2
−|β|

ϕ̂(k) e
i2π

(
|k|+ct
|k|

)
k·x
] ∣∣∣ dk

The integrand of the last expression can be shown to be absolutely integrable on the support of ϕ̂.
Note, however, that one needs to pay some powers of x (which is fixed) to control this term. The
implicit constant will therefore depend on such powers, but it is locally uniform in x (i.e. the same
constant for all x in a compact set).

This concludes the proof that for each fixed y ∈ Rd, G(·, ·, y) ∈ C([0,∞)t, X ∩ S(Rdx)). In order
to improve this space to C1([0,∞)t, X ∩ S(Rdx)), it suffices to differentiate G in time and repeat
the above procedure.

An analogous argument based on integration by parts shows that for each fixed y ∈ Rd and each

multi-index β, ∂βyG(·, ·, y) ∈ C1([0,∞)t, X ∩ S(Rdx)). �

Using these nice properties of G, one obtains the following corollary.

Corollary 4.9. The function u(t, x) defined in (4.12) is a well-defined Gaussian process. For any
0 < α < 1/2, it has a.s. α-Holder continuous paths with respect to t and a.s. smooth paths with
respect to x.

In particular, for any multi-index β, any t1, t2 > 0 and any x1, x2 ∈ Rd there exists a (locally
uniform) constant C > 0 such that

(4.19) E|∂βxu(t1, x1)− ∂βxu(t2, x2)|2 ≤ C
(
|t1 − t2|+ |x1 − x2|2

)
.

Proof. Let G be as in (4.18), then u can be written as

u(t, x) =

∫ t

0

∫
Rdy
G(t− s, x, y) dW (s, y)

By Proposition 4.8, for any fixed (t, x), G(·, x, ·) ∈ C1([0,∞)s, X ∩ S(Rdx)) ⊂ L2([0, t]s × Rdy) and
therefore u is a well-defined Itô process with zero mean and variance

E|u(t, x)|2 =

∫ t

0

∫
Rdy
|G(s, x, y)|2 dy ds.

Next let us study the regularity. Firstly, note that for any multi-index β

∂βxu(t, x) =

∫ t

0

∫
Rdy
∂βxG(t− s, x, y) dW (s, y).
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A simple calculation shows that for t1 < t2,

E|∂βxu(t1, x)− ∂βxu(t2, x)|2 =

∫ t1

0

∫
Rdy
|∂βxG(t2 − s, x, y)− ∂βxG(t1 − s, x, y)|2 dy ds

+

∫ t2

t1

∫
Rdy
|∂βxG(t2 − s, x, y)|2 dy ds

≤
∫ t1

0

∫
Rdy
|∂βxG(t2 − t1 + s, x, y)− ∂βxG(s, x, y)|2 dy ds

+ |t1 − t2|
∥∥∥∂βxG(·, x, ·)

∥∥∥2

L∞([0,t2],L2(Rdy))

. t1 |t1 − t2|2
∥∥∥∂βx∂sG(·, x, ·)

∥∥∥2

L∞([0,t2],L2(Rdy))

+ |t1 − t2|
∥∥∥∂βxG(·, x, ·)

∥∥∥2

L∞([0,t2],L2(Rdy))

(4.20)

using the fact that ∂βxG(·, x, ·) ∈ C1([0,∞)s, X ∩ S(Rdx)).

Similarly, for any x1, x2, we have that

E|∂βxu(t, x1)− ∂βxu(t, x2)|2 =

∫ t

0

∫
Rdy
|G(s, x1, y)−G(s, x2, y)|2 dy ds

=

∫ t

0

∫
Rdy

∣∣∣ ∫ 1

0
(x2 − x1) · ∇xG(s, (1− λ)x1 + λx2, y) dλ

∣∣∣2 dy ds
≤ |x2 − x1|2

∫ t

0

∫
Rdy

∫ 1

0
|∇xG(s, (1− λ)x1 + λx2, y)|2 dλ dy ds

≤ |x2 − x1|2
∫ 1

0
‖∇xG(s, (1− λ)x1 + λx2, y)‖2L2([0,t]×Rdy) dλ

(4.21)

The latter factor is finite since ∂βxG(·, x, ·) ∈ C1([0,∞)t,S(Rdy)) locally uniformly in x.

One may use (4.20) and (4.21) to obtain (4.19). Given that ∂βxu(t, x) is a Gaussian process,
(4.19) immediately implies that for any m ∈ N,

E|∂βxu(t1, x1)− ∂βxu(t2, x2)|2m ≤ Cm
(
|t1 − t2|m + |x1 − x2|2m

)
.

The Kolmogorov continuity theorem guarantees that ∂βxu(t, x) is therefore a.s. α-Hölder continuous
in time for any 0 < α < (m− d)/(2m). �

We are ready to show that the function u defined in (4.12) is indeed a weak solution to (4.4) in
the sense given by Definition 4.3.

Proof that u is a weak solution. Step 1. We start by checking (4.10). Choose any g ∈ C∞((0,∞),S(Rdx))
with ĝ(t, k) = 0 for all |k| > κ. Then

(4.22)

∫ t

0

∫
Rdx

(∫ s

0

∫
Rdy
G(s− s′, x, y) dW (s′, y)

)
g(s, x) dsdx =

∫ t

0

∫ s

0

∫
Rdy

(∫
Rdx
G(s− s′, x, y) g(s, x) dx

)
dW (s′, y) ds,
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In order to justify this, it suffices to show that G(s − s′, x, y) g(s, x) is absolutely integrable

with respect to the Lebesgue measure in x ∈ Rd and s ∈ [0, t], and with respect to dW̃ (s′, y)) for
s′ ∈ [0, t] and y ∈ Rd.

As proved in Proposition 4.8, one may show that |G(s − s′, x, y)| ≤ C(s − s′, x) 〈y〉−d−1 where
C(s−s′, x) depends on s−s′ and x in a polynomial way. To compensate for this growth in x, recall
that for any N , |g(s, x)| .N 〈x〉−N . As a result, |G(s − s′, x, y) g(s, x)| ≤ C(t,N) 〈y〉−d−1〈x〉−N .
This guarantees that we may integrate in whichever order we prefer.

In order to check (4.10), it suffices to show that for all s′ ∈ [0, s], s ∈ [0, t] and y ∈ Rd,

(4.23)

∫
Rdx
G(s− s′, x, y) g(s, x) dx = 0.

This follows from the Plancherel theorem, which allows us to rewrite the integral in (4.23) as∫
Rdk
Ĝ(s− s′, k, y) ĝ(s, k) dk =

∫
Rdk
χ|k|>c(s−s′)+κ

( |k| − c(s− s′)
|k|

)H+d− 1
2

ϕ̂

( |k| − c(s− s′)
|k| k

)
e
−i2π

(
|k|−c(s−s′)

|k|

)
k·y
ĝ(s, k) dk.

Note that the support of ĝ(s, ·) and that of ϕ̂ do not overlap. Therefore this integral is zero.

Step 2. Next we check (4.9). Fix some g ∈ C∞((0,∞), D(A∗) ∩ S(Rdx)). After exchanging the
order of integration (which may be justified using Proposition 4.8 as in Step 1), (4.9) is equivalent
to:

(4.24)

∫
Rdx
G(t− s′, x, y) g(t, x) dx+

∫ t

s′

∫
Rdx
G(s− s′, x, y) (−∂s +A∗)g(s, x) dx ds

=

∫
Rdx
ϕ(x− y)g(s′, x)dx

for all s′ ∈ [0, t] and all y ∈ Rd. Next we may use the pre-dual of −∂s + A∗ to rewrite the second
term on the left-hand side. After using the fact that G(0, x, y) = ϕ(x−y), we find that (4.24) holds
if and only if:

(4.25)

∫ t

s′

∫
Rdx

(∂s +A)G(s− s′, x, y) g(s, x) dx ds = 0 ∀ s′ ∈ [0, t], y ∈ Rd.

Therefore, it suffices to prove that (∂t +A)G(t, x, y) = 0. Taking the Fourier transform in x, which
is allowed by Proposition 4.8, it suffices to check that:

(4.26) ∂tĜ(t, k, y) + cdivk

(
k

|k|Ĝ(t, k, y)

)
+ c

H + d− 1
2

|k| Ĝ(t, k, y) = 0

One may easily check that (4.26) does indeed hold by direct calculation using the fact that:

Ĝ(t, k, y) = χ|k|>ct+κ

( |k| − ct
|k|

)H+d− 1
2

ϕ̂

( |k| − ct
|k| k

)
e
−i2π

(
|k|−ct
|k|

)
k·y
.

�
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4.2. Correlations for H ∈ (0, 1). Our first result is an explicit formula for the correlations of our
solution at any finite time. Note that this result holds regardless of the value of H, because t > 0
is finite. However, we will only be able to take the limit (as a function) when H ∈ (0, 1).

Proposition 4.10. For any finite time, the correlation function satisfies

E[u(t, x1)u(t, x2)] =

∫
Rdk
|k|−(2H+d) F (t, |k|) ei2πk(x1−x2) dk

where F is the function given in Remark 3.3.

Proof. For any finite time t > 0, one has

E[u(t, x1)u(t, x2)] =

∫ t

0

∫
Rd
e−(t−s)A[τyϕ](x1)e−(t−s)A[τyϕ](x2) dy ds.

The change of variables s 7→ t− s yields

E[u(t, x1)u(t, x2)] =

∫ t

0

∫
Rd
e−sA[τyϕ](x1)e−sA[τyϕ](x2) dy ds.

Using Proposition 4.8 together with the Plancherel theorem (in the y variable), we obtain

E[u(t, x1)u(t, x2)] =

∫ t

0

∫
Rd

( |k|
|k|+ cs

)2H+1

|ϕ̂(k)|2 e−i2π
(
|k|+cs
|k|

)
k·(x1−x2)

dk ds.

Next we perform the change of variables k 7→ |k|
|k|+cs k, which yields

E[u(t, x1)u(t, x2)] =

∫ t

0

∫
Rd
χ|k|>cs+κ

( |k| − cs
|k|

)2H+d ∣∣∣ϕ̂( |k| − cs|k| k

) ∣∣∣2 e−i2πk·(x1−x2) dk ds

=

∫
Rd
e−i2πk·(x1−x2) |k|−2H−d

(∫ t

0
χ|k|>cs+κ (|k| − cs)2H+d

∣∣∣ϕ̂( |k| − cs|k| k

) ∣∣∣2 ds) dk.

This concludes the proof. �

As a corollary, we take the limit as t→∞ and show points (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 4.4.

Corollary 4.11. Suppose that H ∈ (0, 1). Then u(t, x) converges in law to a zero-mean Gaussian
field u∞(x) with the following correlation structure:

E[u∞(x1)u∞(x2)] = lim
t→∞

E[u(t, x1)u(t, x2)]

Moreover

E[u(t, x1)u(t, x2)] = C(d,H)KH(x1 − x2)− (KH ∗ JH)(x1 − x2) +O
(

(ct)−2H
)

where

(4.27) KH := F−1
[
χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d)

]
and JH := F−1

[
χ|k|>κ Ψd,H(|k|)

]
and where C(d,H) and Ψd,H are given in Theorem 3.2.

Proof. Defining

v(t, x) =

∫ t

0

∫
Rdy
G(s, x, y) dW (s, y),

we note that for fixed t, v(t, x) and u(t, x) are Gaussian random variables with the same law, since
the mean and the correlations coincide.
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First we show that

v∞(x) :=

∫ ∞
0

∫
Rdy
G(s, x, y) dW (s, y)

is a well-defined Gaussian field. This is due to the fact that for fixed x ∈ Rd, the function G(·, x, ·) ∈
L2([0,∞]s × Rdy). Indeed, following the arguments in Proposition 4.10 one easily finds that∫ ∞

0

∫
Rdy
|G(s, x, y)|2 dy ds =

∫ ∞
0

∫
Rd

( |k|
|k|+ cs

)2H+1

|ϕ̂(k)|2 dk ds.

The convergence of v(t) to v∞ is now standard. Note that:

v∞(x)− v(t, x) =

∫ ∞
t

∫
Rdy
G(s, x, y) dW (s, y),

and therefore

E|v∞(x)− v(t, x)|2 =

∫ ∞
t

∫
Rdy
|G(s, x, y)|2 dy ds

=

∫ ∞
t

∫
Rd

( |k|
|k|+ cs

)2H+1

|ϕ̂(k)|2 dk ds

=
1

2cH

∫
Rd

(|k|+ ct)−2H |k|2H+1 |ϕ̂(k)|2 dk

The same argument allows us to take the limit as t→∞ for the two-point correlations of v(t),
which coincide with the two-point correlations of u(t) in Proposition 4.10, and which yield the
correlations of u∞. The fact that we can exchange the limit and the expectation admits the same
argument as in Step 2 in the proof of Theorem 2.4. Indeed, note that the variance E|u∞(x)|2 is
finite and independent of x ∈ Rd.

The rate of convergence of the correlations as t → ∞ depend directly on the function F in
Proposition 4.10. A careful analysis shows that the rate of convergence is given by a multiple of
(ct)−2H . �

Now that we know that, whenever H ∈ (0, 1), u∞ is a well-defined Gaussian field indexed by
x ∈ Rd, we may wonder about its continuity and its regularity. In this direction, we have the
following result:

Corollary 4.12. Suppose that H ∈ (0, 1). The limit u∞ = limt→∞ u(t) is a Gaussian field in
x ∈ Rd which has a modification with a.s. α-Hölder continuous paths for any 0 < α < H. More
precisely, for all x, ` ∈ Rd, the variance of the increment satisfies

(4.28) E|δ`u∞(x)|2 ≤ CK
H(1−H)

|`|2H + CJ |`|2,

where CK and CJ only depend of H and d without blowing up when H tends to 0 or 1.

Proof. By (4.13), we have that

(4.29) E|δ`u∞(x)|2 = 2C(d,H)[KH(0)−KH(`)]− 2[(KH ∗ JH)(0)− (KH ∗ JH)(`)].

Step 1. The function (KH ∗JH) in (4.27) is smooth, since Ψd,H(|k|) decays as rapidly as desired
in k. Moreover, we may write:

(4.30) 1− e2πik·` = 1− cos (2πk · `)− i sin (2πk · `) .
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Then note that ∫
Rdk

sin (2πk · `)χ|k|>κ |k|2−(2H+d) |Ψd,H(|k|)| dk = 0

thanks to the fact that χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d) Ψd,H(|k|) is rotationally invariant together with the change
of variables k 7→ −k.

As a result,

|(KH ∗ JH)(0)− (KH ∗ JH)(`)| =
∫
Rdk

[1− cos (2πk · `)] χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d) |Ψd,H(|k|)| dk

≤
∫
Rdk

(2π|k|`)2

2
χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d) |Ψd,H(|k|)| dk

≤ 2π2 |`|2
∫
Rdk
|k|2−(2H+d) |Ψd,H(|k|)| dk.

The latter integral is finite thanks to the rapid decay of Ψd,H(|k|). This takes care of the second
term on the right-hand side of (4.29).

Step 2. The leading term, for the purpose of studying the Hölder regularity, is the first term
on the right-hand side of (4.29). We separate the integral into two parts:

KH(0)−KH(`) =

∫
Rdk
χ|k|>κ

(
1− e2πik·`

)
|k|−(2H+d) dk

=

∫
Rdk
χ|k|<rχ|k|>κ

(
1− e2πik·`

)
|k|−(2H+d) dk

+

∫
Rdk
χ|k|>rχ|k|>κ

(
1− e2πik·`

)
|k|−(2H+d) dk.

(4.31)

We choose r = (2π|`|)−1; one can carefully check that this choice is optimal. Let us further assume
that |`| < κ, the alternative scenario is easier and can be studied separately.

The second term on the right-hand side of (4.31) yields:∣∣∣ ∫
Rdk
χ|k|>rχ|k|>κ

(
1− e2πik·`

)
|k|−(2H+d) dk

∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣ ∫
Rdk
χ|k|>r |k|−(2H+d) dk

∣∣∣.
Then, changing to spherical coordinates in the variable k,∣∣∣ ∫

Rdk
χ|k|>r |k|−(2H+d) dk

∣∣∣ . ∣∣∣ ∫
|k|>r

|k|−(2H+1) d|k|
∣∣∣ . 1

H
r−2H .

1

H
|`|2H .

The first term on the right-hand side of (4.31) requires more care. Using (4.30) as before, note that∫
|k|<r

sin (2πk · `) χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d) dk = 0,

as is easily seen from the change of variables k 7→ −k. Therefore it suffices to bound∣∣∣ ∫
|k|<r

[1− cos (2πk · `)] χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d) dk
∣∣∣ ≤ ∫

|k|<r

(2π|k||`|)2

2
χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d) dk

. 2π2|`|2
∫ r

κ
|k|1−2H d|k|

.
1

2− 2H
|`|2H .
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This finishes the proof of (4.28). Using this bound on the variance, a standard argument based on
the Gaussianity of u∞ and the Kolmogorov continuity theorem show that u∞ has a.s. α-Hölder
continuous paths for any 0 < α < H. �

4.3. Correlations for H ∈ [−d/2, 0]. For values of H in this range, we will still show that u∞ =
limt→∞ u(t) exists. However, u∞ cannot be interpreted as a function, in fact its variance is not
finite. Instead, u∞ is a random distribution acting on a space of test functions X ∩ S(Rd). Our
first result is the analogue of Proposition 4.10 in the context of distributions.

The rate of convergence depends on some integrability and differentiability properties of the test
functions chosen. If one tests against Schwartz functions in X ∩ S(Rd), convergence will happen
faster than t−n for any n ∈ N (as we will show below). However, one may want to test agains less
regular or less decaying functions, in which case this rate of convergence can be quantified.

Before doing so, one needs to identify a good space of test functions for which “testing” is still
well-defined. Given that u(t, x) does not generally decay in the x-variable, one needs to impose
a certain decay on the test functions. For n ∈ N, let us define the space6 Hn,n(Rd), which is the
closure of S(Rd) with respect to the norm

‖g‖Hn,n(Rd) =
n∑
j=0

∥∥〈x〉jg∥∥
Hn−j(Rdx)

.

It is not hard to show that Hn,n(Rd) is a Banach space algebra living inside L2(Rdx), and thus
the Fourier transform is well-defined for such functions. Moreover, g ∈ Hn,n(Rdx) if and only if
ĝ ∈ Hn,n(Rdk) (and both norms are comparable).

Proposition 4.13. Let H ∈ [−d/2, 0]. For any t > 0 and any test functions g1, g2 ∈ Hn,n(Rd)
with 3(d+ 1)/2 < n, the correlations satisfy

E[〈u(t), g1〉〈u(t), g2〉] = C(d,H)

∫
Rdk
χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d) ĝ1(k) ĝ2(k) dk

−
∫
Rdk
χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d) Ψd,H(|k|) ĝ1(k) ĝ2(k) dk

+

∫
Rdk
χ|k|>ct+κ |k|−(2H+d) [Ψd,H(|k| − ct)−Ψd,H(0)] ĝ1(k) ĝ2(k) dk

= C(d,H)

∫
Rdk
χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d) ĝ1(k) ĝ2(k) dk

−
∫
Rdk
χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d) Ψd,H(|k|) ĝ1(k) ĝ2(k) dk

+ C(d,H)

(
1

ct

)−(2H+d)−2n

‖g1‖Hn,n ‖g2‖Hn,n

(4.32)

where C(d,H) and Ψd,H are given in Theorem 3.2, and F is given by (3.3).

Remark 4.14. If one chooses test functions g1, g2 ∈ X ∩S(Rd), then the above result yields a rate

of convergence proportional to (ct)−(2H+d)−2n for n as large as desired.

6Let us mention that a better space might be possible, in the sense that one might require less decay in physical
space. However, this requires a careful study of the right functional space for u(t, x) and G(s, x, y). We leave this
study for future research.
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Proof. Step 1. Firstly, note that 〈u(t), g1〉 is well-defined for each t > 0. This follows after a similar
argument to the one that justifies (4.22), i.e. the fact that G(s, x, y)g1(x) is absolutely integrable
with respect to the Lebesgue measure in x and with respect dW (s, y). Indeed, we showed that
|G(s, x, y)| .t 〈x〉d+1〈y〉−d−1, so one needs only show that 〈x〉d+1|g1(x)| ∈ L1(Rdx). But this follows
from the choice of n together with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:∫

Rd
〈x〉d+1|g1(x)| dx . ‖g1‖Hn,n

(∫
Rd
〈x〉−d−1 dx

)1/2

.

By Proposition 4.10, we have:

E[〈u(t), g1〉〈u(t), g2〉] =

∫
Rdx1×R

d
x2

(∫
Rdk
|k|−2H−dF (t, |k|)ei2πk(x1−x2) dk

)
g1(x1)g2(x2) dx1dx2

=

∫
Rdk
|k|−2H−dF (t, |k|) ĝ1(k) ĝ2(k)dk

Finally, we use the expression for F (t, |k|) obtained in Remark 3.3. This yields (4.32).

Step 2. In order to obtain an asymptotic expansion in terms of t, note that it suffices to study
the last term on the right-hand side of (4.32) which, using the definition of Ψd,H , can be rewritten
as follows:

−
∫
Rdk
χ|k|>ct+κ |k|−(2H+d)

(∫ |k|−ct
κ

s2H+dψ(s) ds

)
ĝ1(k) ĝ2(k) dk.

Note that generally, we cannot expect a better bound than∣∣∣χ|k|>ct+κ
(∫ |k|−ct

κ
s2H+dψ(s) ds

)∣∣∣ ≤ C(d,H) . 1.

Certainly, better bounds could be obtained should ψ vanish on a large ball around zero, but this is
not the physical setting we are interested in.

Therefore, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

∣∣∣ ∫
Rdk
χ|k|>ct+κ |k|−(2H+d)

(∫ |k|−ct
κ

s2H+dψ(s) ds

)
ĝ1(k) ĝ2(k) dk

∣∣∣
≤ C(d,H)

∫
Rdk
χ|k|>ct+κ |k|−(2H+d) |ĝ1(k)| |ĝ2(k)| dk

. C(d,H) (ct)−(2H+d)−2n ‖g1‖Hn,n ‖g2‖Hn,n .

�

Thanks to the formula for the correlations obtained in Proposition 4.13, we may now study the
asymptotic behavior of u(t) as t→∞. That is the content of the next result.

Corollary 4.15. Let H ∈ [−d/2, 0] and n > 3(d + 1)/2. The solution u(t) in (4.12) converges in
law, as t→∞, to a random Gaussian measure acting on X ∩Hn,n(Rd). Moreover, the correlation
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structure of the limiting Gaussian measure is given by:

E[〈u∞, g1〉〈u∞, g2〉] = lim
t→∞

E[〈u(t), g1〉〈u(t), g2〉]

= C(d,H)

∫
Rdk
χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d) ĝ1(k) ĝ2(k) dk

−
∫
Rdk
χ|k|>κ |k|−(2H+d) Ψd,H(|k|) ĝ1(k) ĝ2(k) dk.

(4.33)

for any g1, g2 ∈ X ∩Hn,n(Rd).

Proof. The convergence of 〈u(t), g〉 as t → ∞ follows from a similar argument to the one in the
proof of Corollary 4.11, so let us focus on proving (4.33). The second equality in (4.33) follows by
taking t→∞ in (4.32). Finally, the first equality admits the same argument as Step 2 in the proof
of Theorem 2.4, so we omit it. �

4.4. The case H = −d/2. In this case, note that the limiting Gaussian field u∞ obtained in
Corollary 4.15 seems to differ from the usual white noise measure in two ways:

(i) the space of test functions X ∩ S(Rd), which only admits functions whose Fourier transform
vanishes in |k| < κ; and

(ii) the top order term in (4.33), which involves a cut-off to wavenumbers |k| > κ.

Point (ii) can be fixed by defining a continuous zero-mean Gaussian field uI with correlations

E[uI(x1)uI(x2)] = J−d/2(x1 − x2) + F−1
[
χ|k|≤κ

]
(x1 − x2)

=

∫
Rdk
χ|k|>κ Ψd,H(|k|) e2πik·(x1−x2) dk + F−1

[
χ|k|≤κ

]
(x1 − x2)

=: I(x1 − x2),

(4.34)

where J was defined in (4.27). Note that I(x) is a continuous, radial, square-integrable function,
and therefore they are much more regular than a delta function. For instance, in the one-dimensional
case d = 1, the second term on the right-hand side of (4.34) corresponds to the sinc function.

Using (4.34), we may rewrite the correlations of our solution u∞ in (4.33) as follows:

E[〈u∞, g1〉〈u∞, g2〉] = E[〈dW, g1〉〈dW, g2〉]−
∫
R2d

I(x1 − x2) g1(x1) g2(x2) dx1dx2

=

∫
Rdx
g1(x)g2(x) dx−

∫
R2d

I(x1 − x2) g1(x1) g2(x2) dx1dx2

(4.35)

for any g1, g2 ∈ X ∩ S(Rdx). This solves point (ii).

Let us next focus on point (i), regarding the space of test functions. There is a natural way to
regard u(t) as a distribution in S(Rd)′ (as opposed to (X ∩S(Rd))′). Fix a test function h ∈ S(Rd)
such that

(4.36)

{
ĥ(k) = 0 if |k| ≥ κ,
ĥ(k) is radial and takes values in [0, 1] for |k| < κ.

For any test function g ∈ S(Rd), one may decompose

g = L1g + L2g := F−1[ ĝ ĥ ] + F−1[ ĝ (1− ĥ) ].
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Then one may make a small modification to the notion of solution in Definition 4.3. Indeed, one
could define a weak solution to to (4.4) to be a stochastic process u such that u ∈ L1

loc([0,∞)t×Rd)
almost surely and such that for all g ∈ C∞((0,∞),S(Rdx))∫

Rdx
u(t, x)L2g(t, x)dx+

∫ t

0

∫
Rdx
u(s, x)(−∂s +A∗)L2g(s, x)dsdx

=

∫ t

0

∫
Rdy

(∫
Rdx
ϕ(x− y)L2g(s, x)dx

)
dW (s, y)

and ∫ t

0

∫
Rdx
u(s, x)L1g(s, x)dsdx = 0.

Note that the solution found in (4.12) is still a solution with this new definition. Moreover, the
solution does not depend on the choice of function h as long as it satisfies (4.36).

This allows us to view u(t) and u∞ as distributions in S(Rd)′, and thus to extend (4.35) to test
functions in S(Rd). Then the top order of (4.35) does indeed correspond to a white noise in the
classical sense.

5. Numerical Simulations

Our goal in this section is to perform numerical simulations to illustrate the theory presented
in the previous sections. We recall the continuous problem (3.12):

(5.1)


∂tû(t, k) + L

(
û
)
(t, k) + D

(
û
)
(t, k) = f̂(t, k) for t > 0, k ∈ Rd, |k| > κ

û(t, k) = 0 for t > 0, k ∈ Rd, |k| ≤ κ,
û(0, k) = 0 for k ∈ Rd,

where

(5.2) L
(
û
)
(t, k) := cdivk

(
k

|k| û(t, k)

)
and D

(
û
)
(t, k) :=

(
c
H + 1

2

|k| + (2π)2ν|k|2
)
û(t, k)

Here, H is eventually the Hurst exponent of the solution (at infinite time), and ν > 0 denotes
viscosity. The introduction of viscosity is necessary in order to reach a statistically stationary state
at a finite time, state in which a statistical analysis is possible. In the inviscid problem proposed
in (3.1), on the other hand, scales as small as 1/ct are populated at time t, leading to numerical
instabilities and a blow up when simulated in a finite periodic box with a finite resolution.

Our numerical method combines ideas from time predictor-corrector schemes [24] and pseudo-
spectral methods [36]. In particular, this implies using the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT),
which forces certain choices regarding the discretization.

We will denote by û[t, k] the (discrete) vector whose continuous counterpart is û(t, k). We denote
by ∆t > 0 the time stepping and by ∆x > 0 the mesh size. The mesh size is also the smallest
accessible length scale.

5.1. Numerical method.
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5.1.1. Discretization. We discretize our physical space by considering a discrete periodic box x ∈
(Z/NZ)d of unit length Ltot = 1, using N = 2n collocation points in each direction, with n ∈ N
where we adopt the convention that 0 is not a natural number. Therefore, the mesh size is

∆x = Ltot/N.

The wave vector k = (ki)1≤i≤d is discretized as

ki = [0, 1, ..., N/2,−N/2 + 1,−N/2 + 2, ...,−1]∆k,

where the spectral resolution is given by

∆k = 1/Ltot.

This discretization is standard when using the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). The choice of
starting from ki = 0 as the first element of the array is dictated by the convention that is used to
define the DFT and its inverse.

In order to discretize the divergence term L
(
û
)

in (5.2), we introduce the following discretization
of derivatives in each component kj of the wavenumber:

(5.3) ∂kj ĝ[t, k] = DFT
[
−2πix̃jDFT−1 [ĝ[t, k]]

]
,

where the component x̃j = [0, 1, ..., N/2 − 1, 0,−N/2 + 1,−N/2 + 2, ...,−1]∆x, considered as a
vector and DFT−1 [ĝ[k]] as a scalar, corresponds to the component j of the position xj where the
“Nyquist” mode has been set to 0 in order to respect the parity of the differentiation.

5.1.2. Discretization of the forcing. In order to produce the forcing term f̂ [t, k], we generate an
instance of Nd independent, zero-average and unit-variance Gaussian random variables at each time
step, which we store in a vector g[t, x]. Then we weigh them by the appropriate factor (∆x)d/2, we
take the DFT and multiply by the indicator function χ3≤|k|Ltot≤5, which ensures in particular that
no energy is injected at the mode k = 0, and mostly at large scales. Mathematically, one gets

(5.4) f̂ [t, k] = χ3≤|k|Ltot≤5 DFT
[
(∆x)d/2 g[t, x]

]
.

Finally, we choose κ = 1/Ltot which is smaller than the smallest non vanishing wavenumber of the

source f̂ [t, k] (see Remark 1.2).

5.1.3. Algorithm.

• We pre-compute the forcing f̂ [t, k] as in (5.4).

• Initialization step: û[0, k] = 0.

• Induction step: given û[t, k], we compute û[t+ ∆t, k] via the following procedure:

(1) (Prediction step - spatial part) Compute L
(
û
)
[t, k] according to (5.3), and compute the

numerical damping D
(
û
)
[t, k].

(2) (Prediction step - temporal part) For each k such that |k| ≥ κ, compute the predictor û∗[t, k]
according to

û∗[t, k]− û[t, k]

∆t
+ L

(
û
)
[t, k] + D

(
û
)
[t, k] = f̂ [t, k](∆t)−

1
2 .

(3) (Correction step - spatial part) Compute L
(
û∗
)
[t, k] with (5.3), and the numerical damping

D
(
û∗
)
[t, k].
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(4) (Correction step - temporal part) For each k such that |k| ≥ κ, compute the corrector
û[t+ ∆t, k] according to

û[t+ ∆t, k]− û[t, k]

∆t
+

L
(
û∗
)
[t, k] + D

(
û∗
)
[t, k] + L

(
û
)
[t, k] + D

(
û
)
[t, k]

2
= f̂ [t, k](∆t)−

1
2 .

5.2. Discussion of the numerical method.

5.2.1. Discretization of the operators L. For any choice made for the estimation of the deriva-
tives entering in L

(
û
)

(see (5.2)), the way the wavevector is discretized in a Cartesian fashion is
not well adapted to this numerical problem which has natural spherical symmetry. Besides the

forcing f̂ , which is only statistically isotropic, the deterministic part of the evolution is spheri-
cally symmetric7. Nonetheless, the way it is presently discretized in a Cartesian form allows an
easy and standard implementation of the DFT (using the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm) such
that the solution u[t, x] in physical space, over the discrete set of positions x = (xi)1≤i≤d with
xi = [0, 1, ..., N/2,−N/2 + 1,−N/2 + 2, ...,−1]∆x, is obtained with an inverse DFT of û[t, k].

As we have already mentioned, we cannot make sense of û(t, k) as a pointwise function of k.
To this regard, the formulation of the problem in Fourier space needs to be justified and a proper
meaning has to be given to the divergence of a rough field, see Sections 3 and 4 for full details.
For the purpose of numerical simulations we have thus proposed (5.3) as a numerical realization
of the derivatives, with the use of back and forth DFTs and an appropriate multiplication by a
space-dependent factor.

5.2.2. Discretization of the operators ∂t. Concerning time integration for a given time stepping ∆t,
we use an explicit predictor-corrector method with a single independent realization of the forcing,
consisting in predicting the solution û[t+∆t, k] using an explicit Euler discretization scheme taking
previous time step û[t, k] as an initial condition, and correcting by another Euler scheme which
weighs the initial condition and the prediction equally.

5.2.3. Choice of discretization parameters. Let us give the last relevant parameters that we use
for our simulations, keeping in mind that the spatial resolution ∆x = Ltot/N is determined by
the physical length of the side of the periodic box (henceforth, we choose Ltot = 1 without loss of
generality), and the number of collocation points N in each direction. As we will see, the viscosity
ν is chosen accordingly.

Firstly, the time step ∆t has to be chosen. At this stage, a CFL criterion for the dynamics
proposed in our algorithm is not clear. Thus for the time being, we assume that a reasonable
stability criterion may come from the time derivative and the viscous term. In that spirit, it seems
reasonable to consider the numerical stability of the heat equation, which is imposed by the viscous
term and which requires8 that ν∆t < (∆x)2/2 (see for instance Ref. [37]).

Forthcoming simulations will be done for very high values of the number of collocation points
N in order to consider small values for the viscosity ν. Even in the most comfortable situation
where ν∆t is of order ∆x, the numerical cost will eventually become prohibitive. For this reason,
we choose a time step independent of resolution and dimension d, and given by ∆t = 5 × 10−3.
Additional simulations (data not shown) for d = 1 and d = 2 using ∆t = (∆x)2/2 and for moderate
numbers of collocation points N have given similar numerical results as the ones obtained with

7Indeed, all quantities involve the vector amplitude |k|. Moreover, L
(
û
)

can be written as a radial derivative with

respect to |k| (see (3.2)).
8A more sophisticated scheme could be written including explicitly the exact solution of the underlying heat

equation in the time stepping; this is known as an exponential scheme and would allow for ν∆t of order ∆x.
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∆t = 5 × 10−3. It is unclear at this stage why this chosen value of the time step does not lead to
numerical instabilities, although we could invoke the fact that viscosities will be chosen very small.

5.3. Simulations.

5.3.1. Determination of viscosity and averaging procedure. All predictions that have been made in
the theoretical sections concern the statistical behavior of the solution u(t, x) of the continuous
problem recalled in (3.12), with or without viscosity. From a numerical point of view, we need
to define a time T∗ at which the system has reached a statistically stationary regime, in which
mathematical expectations will be approximated by an empirical average in time. Because of the
cascading process of energy will eventually populate modes at higher and higher wavenumber k as
time goes on, we introduce viscosity in order to damp all the energy once it has reached the highest
accessible wave-number

kmax := (N/2)∆k.

In an inviscid (ν = 0) regime, energy injected at low wavenumbers eventually reaches kmax at a
time scale of the order of

T∗ := kmax/c.

We choose ν smaller than ck−3
max to ensure a strong decrease of the spectral density at high wavenum-

bers (see Theorem 3.7). In practice, exploratory simulations will be carried out with various values
of ν, all of them satisfying this above criterion. This criterion is essential to ensure that no waves
are reflected at the boundary of the artificial wavenumber periodic box. We will consider that T∗
is the time when the statistically stationary regime is reached.

We let then the simulation run after T∗, and we will average statistical estimators that we will
define later over a set made of 100 instances every (103∆t) to ensure statistical independence9.
More explicitly, forthcoming time averages 〈g[t]〉t of a given function of time g[t] will be taken as

(5.5) 〈g[t]〉t :=
1

100

100∑
n=1

g[T∗ + n× (103∆t)].

Accordingly, we stop the integration in time at

T ∗ = T∗ + 100× (103∆t).

With these choices, simulations are longer and longer as the number of collocation points N
increases, but it allows for smaller and smaller viscosities, which is necessary to develop an extended
inertial range.

5.3.2. Definition and estimation of key statistical quantities. First of all, the L2-norm σ2
u[t] of the

solution u[t, x] at a given instant t is defined by

(5.6) σ2
u[t] =

∑
k

|û[t, k]|2∆k,

where the sum is taken over all possible values of the discrete wave vector k. Initially, we have
σ2
u[0] = 0, it will then quickly grow and end up fluctuating around a certain average value way before
T∗ (data not shown). This aforementioned mean value 〈σ2

u[t]〉t, where the time average procedure
is defined in (5.5), could be considered as the variance of the solution, and we have checked that
it is independent of viscosity as expected if ν is chosen small enough. From the physical point of
view, this is consistent with the observation that the variance of the solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations get independent of viscosity at large Reynolds numbers (1.1).

9The number of instances and the time between each samples are empirically chosen.
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To characterize more precisely the statistical behavior of the solution when the L2-norm starts
fluctuating around a mean value (5.6), we define the energy spectral density estimated as a peri-
odogram, i.e. the norm square of the Fourier mode, that is

(5.7) Ĉu(t, k) = |û[t, k]|2,

and its averaged version

(5.8) Ĉu(k) = 〈|û[t, k]|2〉t
where the time-average is defined in (5.5).

Another quantity of great importance is the so-called second-order structure function, i.e. the
variance of the increment over a scale ` ∈ Rd, and given by

(5.9) S2(`) = 〈(u[t, x+ `]− u[t, x])2〉t,x,

where the time average is defined in (5.5) and the additional spatial-average is taken over x ∈ Rd
for a given function of space g[x]:

〈g[x]〉x :=
1

Ldtot

∑
x

g[x](∆x)d.

where the sum is taken over all possible values of the discrete wave vector x. We recall that
concerning solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations, it is observed that S2(`) behaves as |`|2/3 at
infinite Reynolds numbers, corresponding to a regularity of Hölder type with H = 1/3 (c.f. (1.2)).

5.3.3. Results and comments in dimension d = 1. We display in Figure 2 the results of our simula-
tions for space dimension d = 1. We have used c = 1 and H = 1/3, and the time step ∆t = 5×10−3,
whose value is motivated in section 5.2.3. As explained in Section 5.3.1, we run the simulation until
T∗ = kmax/c at which all accessible length scales and wave lengths have been populated. After this
transient, we then average various estimators such as the energy spectral density (5.8) and the sec-
ond order structure function (5.9) every 2 units of time. We indeed observe (data not shown) much
before T∗ that the L2-norm of the solution (5.6) fluctuates around a mean value. Typical snapshots
of the solution u[·, x] are displayed in Figs. 2(a) and (c) at a time pertaining to the statistically
stationary regime. A moderate viscosity ν = 10−8 has been used in (a), whereas a much smaller
one ν = 10−12 is used in (c). We can see that as ν gets smaller, the velocity profile develops smaller
scales and for the smallest viscosity that has been considered, it looks rougher. The averaged peri-
odograms (5.8) obtained for all considered viscosities are represented in Figure 2(b). All estimated
power spectral densities coincide at low wave lengths since the same forcing term has been used in
all simulations. Then, at higher wave lengths, the spectra develop a universal power-law, indepen-
dent of the characteristics of the forcing, with an exponent −5/3 which coincides with the expected
−(2H + d) exponent (see Eq. (3.10)) when choosing H = 1/3. Then, at a characteristic wave
length determined by the value of viscosity, spectra undergo a strong decrease, which is reminiscent
of viscous damping. Similar behaviors are observed on the second order structure function S2(`)
(5.9). At large length scales ` of the order of the scales where energy is injected into the system,
determined by the spectral support of the forcing, S2(`) is independent of viscosity. At these scales,
larger than the correlation length of the spatial profile of u[t, x], S2(`) is approximatively equal to
two times the variance of the solution. The fact that all curves superimposed at these scales show
that this variance is indeed independent of viscosity. In the so-called inertial range of scales, as
it is recalled in Section 1.2, S2(`) develops a power-law behavior, whose exponent 2H governs the
Hölder regularity of the asymptotic solution. At smaller length scales, viscosity smooths out any
irregular variations such that S2(`) can be Taylor expanded and becomes proportional to `2.
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Figure 2. Local and statistical behaviors of the solution u[t, x] to the evolution
provided in paragraph 5.1.3 for space dimension d = 1, for a given viscosity ν
in the statistically stationary range. All simulations have been done with c = 1
and H = 1/3 (a): spatial profiles of u[·, x] at a given time t in the statistically
stationary regime for ν = 10−8 obtained using N = 210 collocation points. (b):
estimations of the energy spectral density based on the averaged periodograms (see
Section 5.3.2 and Equation (5.8)) of the solution for various values of viscosity
ν = 10−8, 10−9, 10−10, 10−11 and 10−12 (from left to right), using respectively
N = 210, 211, 212, 213 and 214 collocation points. We superimpose with a dashed
line the asymptotic prediction |k|−5/3. (c): same plot as in (a), but for a lower
value of viscosity ν = 10−12. (d): Similar plot as for (b) but for the second order
structure function S2(`) (5.9), i.e. the variance of the increments, following an
averaging procedure detailed in the text. We superimpose the expected asymptotic
power-law behavior `2/3.

5.3.4. Results and comments in dimension d = 2. We now display in Figure 3 the results of our
simulations for space dimension d = 2. We have used again c = 1 and H = 1/3, and the time step
∆t = 5 × 10−3. Similarly to the d = 1 case, we propagate in time the discrete evolution provided
in paragraph 5.1.3 using the predictor-corrector method until time T∗ at which all accessible scales
have been populated. Before then, viscosity has damped all the energy at small scales such that the
Fourier mode at kmax is exponentially small. Hence, we will consider that starting from time T∗,
the statistically stationary regime has also been reached. We display in Figure 3(a) the amplitude
of the Fourier modes û[t, k] at a time t lying in the statistically stationary regime, as a function of
the two components kx and ky of the wave vector k, in a logarithmic representation. We can see
that a lot of energy is concentrated along the two lines (kx, 0) and (0, ky), whereas elsewhere in the
plane, up to fluctuations, energy is distributed in a rotation invariant (i.e. isotropic) way. Recall
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Figure 3. Local and statistical behaviors of the solution u[t, x] to the evolution
provided in paragraph 5.1.3 for space dimension d = 2, for a given viscosity ν in
the statistically stationary range. All simulations have been done with c = 1 and
H = 1/3 (a): Representation of the logarithm of the absolute value of û[·, k] at a
given time in the statistically stationary regime for ν = 10−9 obtained using N = 211

collocation points. (b): estimations of the angle-averaged energy spectral density
based on the averaged periodograms (see Section 5.3.2 and (5.8)) of the solution for
various values of viscosity ν = 10−5, 10−6, 10−7, 10−8 and 10−9 (from left to right),
using respectively N = 27, 28, 29, 210 and 211 collocation points. We superimpose
with a dashed line the asymptotic prediction |k|−2H−d, with H = 1/3 and d = 2.
(c): similar plot as in (a) but for the corresponding spatial profiles of u[·, x]. (d)
Similar plot as for (b) but for the second order structure function S2(`) (5.9), i.e.
the variance of the increments, following an averaging procedure detailed in the text.
We superimpose the expected asymptotic power-law behavior `2H , with H = 1/3.

that in a continuous framework, the statistical properties of Fourier modes û(t, k) at any time t
are expected to depend only on the amplitude |k|. This shows that our numerical representation
û[t, k] is intrinsically anisotropic. We interpret this spurious anisotropy as the consequence of the
finiteness of our simulation domain, with the implied finiteness of the resolution ∆k = 1/Ltot,
but also the fact that the Fourier modes û[t, k] are distributed on a Cartesian grid, whereas the
continuous solution û(t, k) is expected in average to be spherically symmetric. Another limitation
of our numerical approach is related to the rough nature of the expected solution. It is clear from
the inspection of Figure 3(a) that Fourier modes are correlated and smoother than what is expected
from the Fourier transform of a statistically isotropic random field. This is very possibly related to
the estimation of the divergence operator entering in the evolution (3.12) with finite differences, as
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it is implicitly done using back and forth DFTs (see Equation (5.3)). A specifically devoted article
aimed at exploring the numerical representation of the continuous formulation provided in (3.12)
would be needed, designing for instance some finite volume algorithms able to deal with the rough
nature of the underlying fields. It will be the subject of future publications.

Accordingly, the representation of the solution in physical space, that we display in Figure 3(c),
exhibits two types of anisotropies. The first type of anisotropy can be observed along the two
directions x and y of the Cartesian frame as straight lines. This anisotropy is consistent with
what is observed on the Fourier transform displayed in Figure 3(a) along kx and ky. From the
inspection of Figure 3(c), another type of anisotropy can be evidenced around the origin, i.e.
around x = y = 0. Recall that for a statistically homogenous field, probability laws are expected
to be invariant by translation, and thus the origin of the domain should not play a particular
role. In our numerical solution, this is clearly not the case, and we believe that this anisotropy is
related to the aforementioned correlated nature of the Fourier modes displayed in Figure 3(a). Once
again, more work is needed to design proper numerical schemes able to get rid of these spurious
anisotropies.

Nonetheless, despite these anisotropies, that are not present in the solution of the continuous
framework, our numerical solution behaves in a statistical sense in the expected way. For instance,
we display in Figure 3(b) the estimation of the power spectral densities, obtained while averaging in
time the square of the amplitude of Fourier modes. We underline that these spectral densities are
furthermore averaged over the angles that the wave vector k makes with the axes of the Cartesian
frame, such that displayed spectral densities depend only on the wave length amplitude |k|. We
indeed observe that, as viscosity gets smaller and smaller, spectral densities develop a power-law
behavior in the inertial range of scales, with the expected exponent −(2H + d) which is derived
in (3.10). At higher wavenumbers, Fourier modes are exponentially damped by viscosity. Similar
conclusions could be drawn from inspection of the scale dependence of the second order structure
function S2(`) that is shown in Figure 3(d). Let us mention here that spatial averages have been
obtained over the full spatial domain, averaging furthermore over two structure functions obtained
while considering spatial lags ` = |`|ex and ` = |`|ey, where ex and ey are the two orthonormal
unit vectors of the Cartesian frame. At the largest scales, above the characteristic ones of the
forcing, we can see that S2(`) reaches a plateau, which gets independent of viscosity as ν → 0.
Similarly to the d = 1 case, above the correlation length of u[t, x], S2(`) coincides with two times
the variance of u[t, x], which says in other words that the variance gets itself independent of viscosity
if ν is chosen small enough. At lower scales, i.e. in the inertial range, S2(`) develops a power-law
behavior of exponent 2H, as it is expected from the predictions made in the continuous framework
(Corollary 4.12), over a range of scales which grows as viscosity gets smaller and smaller. Finally,
at even smaller scales, viscous effects dominate and smooth out the spatial profiles, such that S2(`)
gets proportional to `2.

5.3.5. Results and comments in dimension d = 3. Let us now finish this Section devoted to numer-
ical simulations by presenting in Figure 4 the results for space dimension d = 3. Let us mention
that in a three-dimensional setup, simulations are much more demanding from a computational
perspective, and the cost of performing back and forth FFTs gets much higher, because derivatives
along the 3 directions have to be considered, and also because the number of discretization points,
N3, increase tremendously as N increases. For these reasons, and because we are propagating the
integration in time from a vanishing initial condition towards the statistically stationary regime
before taking averages, we could not go above N = 29 = 512 collocation points along each direction.
Consequently, we have not been able to perform simulations for viscosities smaller than ν = 10−7.
Nonetheless, we observe (data not shown) that fluctuations as quantified by the L2-norm (5.6) get
independent of viscosity in a good approximation starting from ν = 10−6, as it is expected from
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Figure 4. Local and statistical behaviors of the solution u[t, x] to the evolution
provided in paragraph 5.1.3 for space dimension d = 3, for a given viscosity ν
in the statistically stationary range. All simulations have been done with c = 1
and H = 1/3 (a): Representation of some slices of u[·, x] at a given time in the
statistically stationary regime for ν = 10−7 obtained using N = 29 collocation
points in each directions. (b): estimations of the angle-averaged energy spectral
density based on the averaged periodograms (see Section 5.3.2 and (5.8)) of the
solution for various values of viscosity ν = 10−3, 10−4, 10−5, 10−6 and 10−7 (from
left to right), using respectively N = 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29 collocation points. We
superimpose with a dashed line the asymptotic prediction |k|−2H−d, with H = 1/3
and d = 3.

the behavior of the solution in a continuous framework. As mentioned, and similarly to the d = 1
and d = 2 cases, we go through the transient while integrating the solution until time T∗, and only
then we start taking averages.

We display in Figure 4(a) a rendering of our three-dimensional simulations in physical space
in the Cartesian frame. For the sake of clarity, and because visualizations gets more complicated,
we only show three slices along the planes (x, y, 0), (x, 0, z) and (0, y, z). Bright and dark colors
correspond respectively to large positive and large negative fluctuations of the solution, similarly
to what has been observed for the d = 2 case, which is displayed in Figure 3(c). Once again, we
observe the two types of anisotropies that we evidenced in the d = 2 case, one along the three
directions of the Cartesian frame, and one around the origin.

Nonetheless, as it is displayed in Figure 4(b), the simulations behave as expected in a statistical
manner, as it can be observed on the power spectral densities (5.8). Once again, these densities are
not only averaged in time once the statistically stationary regime has been reached, but they are
also averaged over the two angles that the wave vector k does with the Cartesian axes, such that

Ĉu(k) is a function of the norm |k| only. We can see that at large scales, i.e. at low wavenumbers
|k|, fluctuations are independent of viscosity, even for the highest value ν = 10−3 which is used
for the lowest number of collocation points N = 25. It is nonetheless crucial to consider smaller
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values of viscosity, necessitating thus higher values of N , up to N = 29, in order to develop an
extended inertial range. It is clear for the smallest value of viscosity (ν = 10−7 for N = 29) that
the spectral density has developed a power-law behavior in the inertial range, with the expected
exponent −(2H + d), in a consistent manner with our theoretical predictions (3.10).

We thus see that we are able to give an appropriate numerical representation of the continuous
framework using the DFT to define the divergence operator entering in the spectral evolution pro-
vided in (3.12). In particular, we are able to reproduce in a discrete setup the statistical behaviors
of the spectral densities (Eq. 3.10) and second-order structure functions (Corollary 4.12), and their
related power-law behaviors. Nonetheless, more work is needed to get rid of the anisotropies that
are clearly observed for the d = 2 and d = 3 cases. To do so, a promising direction could be
given while designing a finite volume scheme able to respect the inherent spherical symmetry of
the deterministic part of the evolution (3.12). This is required in order to propose a realistic model
of fully developed fluid turbulence that could be used in an efficient way in various applications,
in which spatial fluctuations of the velocity field have crucial consequences on the evolutions of
dynamical quantities of interest. We keep these important developments for future investigations.
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